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owc1own' on itey Civil Rigkits Issue

Looms In New Session of Congr
(Front Ili, )ispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Civil rights
was shaping up as the kickoff battle
as the second session of the 86th Congress settled down from opening ceremonies on January 6 to its short, election-year term.
With the blessing of the Democratic
leadership,- anxious to "resolve the divisive civil.rights.issue as. soon as possible, House members were taking advantage of a discharge petition to force
early debate on a bill bottled up in the
Rules Committee since last August.
The outcome of this struggle, a major
test of . strength between Northern
liberals and reactionary forces grouped
around Southern Democrats, is expected to furnish a significant .tipoff
on the over-all performance of this session.
IKE KICKS OFF
Aside from civil rights,• the highlight
of. the first two days was President
Eisenhower's State-of-the-Union message delivered before a joint session
January 7. Peace and prosperity were
the major themes of the chief executive's annual report.
:Of the search for peace, he said:
"With both sides .of this divided world
in possession of unbelievably .destructive weapons, mankind apprOaches a
state where mutual annihilation becomes a possibility. No other fact of
today's world equals this in importance
—it colors everything we say, plan and
do."
The President noted that "recent
Soviet deportment and pronouncements
suggest the possible opening of a somewhat less strained period" that appears
to open the way for renewed negotia.tions. Later he went on to say "we approach this apparently new opportunity with the utmost seriousness."
One of the immediate,avenues for a
",Useful start" in reducing tensions, suggested Eisenhower, "is in the widening
of communication between our two peoples." This was an obvious reference to
exchange delegations, which he saw as
a means "far developing mutual understanding, the true foundation of peace."
DOMESTIC ISSUES LISTED
On domestic policy, the President
singled out four questions for special
mention: 'national strikes, the farm
problem, inflation and civil rights.
On the touchy labor issue, the President avoided calling for any new legislation. Instead, he said he "would encourage regular discussions between
management and labor" to consider the
.
public interest.
In his reference to the civil rights
controversy, Eisenhower told Congress
"Our first duty" is to protect the right
to vote "against all encroachment." He
asked the lawmakers to consider,his
1959 proposals and the "additional constructive recommendations" of the Civil
Rights: Commission. The latter statement was interpreted as a boost for a
proposal palling for federal registrars in
Southern states.
As for the other two questions, and
generally on the entire subject of do-
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Automation Fund
Status Explained
Decision on the manner of distribution of the one-and-a-half million
dollar mechanization fund negotiated by ILWU and PMA will await a
proposal from an April caucus of
longshore, shipsclerks and walking
boss locals.
How recent news stories with regard to fund distribution are misleading is explained by ILWU Presi
dent Harry Bridges in his regular
column, "On the Beam," appearing
on Page 2.

Roosevelt Bill

Longshore
Disability ,
HikePushed
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A substan- •
tial boost in the maximum weekly
compensation benefit under the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers Act
is propOsed in a bill introduced this
week by Representative James Roosevelt.
Under Roosevelt's proposal, the pressent maximum of $54 would be increased to .$121. This is the weekly
equivalent, said the California Congressman, of the. monthly dollar benefit ceiling which has been in effect for
government employees since 1949.
Roosevelt's bill would also revise
death benefits in line with the , proposed new weekly maximum, eliminate
the existing limitation on total benefits
payable for partial disability, shorten
to 21 days the period when benefits
are retroactive to the date of injury,
and increase the minimum weekly benefit to $26. All these changes, , he explained, correspond. to existing provl.
sions• of the Federal Employees Corn.
pensation Act.
The liberal Los Angeles Democrat
(Continued On Page 3)

The Reverend Milton Perry of Jersey City is shown here praying at the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia, while on a 220-mile malk to Washington in 1957 to participate in a national prayer pilgrimage for civil rights. The pending civil rights
showdown in Congress provides an opportunity to put some legislative muscle
behind demands of the Negro people for protection of their Constitutional rights
in the South.
mestic policy, the President repeated
previous recommendations.
FORECASTS VARY
With the Chief Executive more or
less passing the buck on domestic issues
to Congress, wide-open speculation
broke out on what is likely to happen.
Forecasts ranged from "constructive"
to "rough" to "bloody" to "politics all
the way."
There was agreement on one thing.
This will be the shortest session in
eight years, probably winding up at
least a week before the opening of the
Democratic convention July 11.
Most legislators also claimed that the
fall elections will strongly influence the
course of the session. Loud politicking
by Presidential aspirants, by House
members and Senators, is likely, the

Who Said HI
Peace is liberty in tranquillity.
(Turn to back page for name•of author.)

seasoned hands say, to occupy more
time and energy than legislation itself.
In the welter of predictions and
promises, some partial answers on questions troubling labor over the possible
performance of this Congress were apparent. On balance, the statements from
the Administration, from the Congressional leadership and from rank and
file lawmakers indicate the possibility
of a slight improvement over last year's
disastrous session.
'•
For the time being at least,' the need
legislation
union-curbing
additional
for
is being played down by Democratic and
Republican leaders. Typical of today's
attitude was the pitch by Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson that the
steel strike is now "water over the
dam."
At the same time, the flood of bills
proposing additional governmental
power to enforce in one way or another
arbitrary settlement of so-called national emergency strikes indicates that
the pressure is still on. It could easily
be triggered into legislative activity by
(Continued on Back Page)

Two Meetings Set
On USSR Trip
.The three ILWU delegates to the
Soviet Union are scheduled for two
major reports on their observations
of trade union operations in the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia.
They will speak Monday evening,
January 18, 8 p.m., at the Local 13
hall, 21 West C. Street, Wilmington.
Members of all Southern California
ILWU locals and their wives are invited.
'They will speak Thursday evening,
January 21, to a similar meeting of
Northern California members and
their wives. The meeting will be held
at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, and will
start at 8 p.m.
There will be plenty of time for
questions at both meetings.
The delegates, who will speak at
both meetings, are ILWU SecretaryTreasurer Louis Goldblatt, Coast
Labor Relations Committee member
L. B. Thomas, and Mike Samaduroff,
chief dispatcher of Local 10.
The first installment of the delegates' own detailed story of their trip,
dealing with their visit to Czechoslovakia, appears on page 4 of this
issue.
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on Whose Victory?
HOW ABOUT
THOSE

GUYS,HUH?
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By
. Harry Bridges

ITH THE New Year we can look forward to major negotiations in a few months in both longshore and warehouse,
and a longshore caucus in April on the issues provided under the
June 15 contract opening. In warehouse the wage reopening in
the Bay Area is tied in with mechanization and other technical
changes in the industry; in longshore, along with wages and
hours, we will have to continue our attention to the impact of
mechanization upon the industry.
Last year's longshore contract, establishing the 8-hour guarantee for clerks and longshoremen and setting up the mechanization fund and other provisions on mechanization, has created
widespread interest and comment • outside of the union's own
ranks. Newspaper and magazine articles have discussed the ILWU
approach to mechanization and decreasing work opportunities,
along with similar developments in steel, meat packing, East
Coast longshore, and elsewhere. We, and the employers, have
been working with problems with which neither side have had
any previous experience. We have tried as carefully as possible
to describe what has been accomplished and what has yet to be
done in this area. However, outside newspaper comments have
been prepared with much less care and knowledge, with the
result that many misleading and confusing reports have been
circulated about the mechanization agreement and the $1/
1
2 million mechanization fund.
For example, in the past week statements in the press were
published which made it appear that an agreement had been
reached to distribute the down payment of $11/2 million into the
mechanization fund among the registered longshoremen and
clerks exclusively in the form of additional paid vacations or as
some such kind of a bonus. This is completely misleading and
could be misconstrued by the members.

W

MERE MUST BE
SOME REASON
I
WHY THE
STEELWORKERS
WON I

HEN THE steel workers went on strike
there was one issue that overshadowed
their demands for wages and the meeting of
other needs. This was the issue of automation,
which in the steel industry, as elsewhere, portended not easier labor and more abundance
for the workers, but instead the spectre of
wholesale unemployment and destitution.
The giant corporations which called the tune
in the industry approached negotiations with
an arrogance worthy of the old union-busting
Judge Gary. They would give nnt one inch until
and unless the union agreed to abdicate entirely any say-so of any kind over working
rules. Management wanted unilateral power to
institute plant and machine improvement for
per man hour increase in production without
regard to any problems that might beset the
workers or the nation because of large scale
human displacement.
•This same issue faced and is facing our own
union, and in the longshore industry we have
been able to make, without having to strike for
it, a significant stride toward its solution. That
is not to say that we have taken all the hurdles
necessary to achieve the proper and fair and
just balance between profits on the one hand
and wages and job security on the other. We
have yet a lot to learn. Meanwhile, we intend
to stay alert and keep our militance in proper
running order.

W

ELPING TO stiffen the back of the intransigent negotiators for the steel industry
in negotiations were two strong factors. First
of these was the influence which self-serving
friends of the President of the United States
were able to exert upon him to get him to use
the high prestige of his office virtually to declare that fly kind of a wage increase would
be inflationary, and hence harmful to the
, public welfare. Whatever the President, himself may have thought, his pronouncement
acted as a brake upon free collective bargaining
and placed him squarely on the side of management and against the workers.
• The second factor was steel's built up inventory which made the initial stage of the strike
actually profitable to stockholders. What better
than to have a suspended payroll while getting rid of surplus production?
It was highly significant and revealing that
• the government made no move to invoke the
' Taft-Hartley law 80-day cooling off provision
while the steel industry was still getting rid
of its swollen inventory. It sued for that injunction only when depletion of the inventory
was in sight — when the industry's owners
might begin to feel some pain in ,the pocket
,
.

H

book. It was then, and then only that the slave
labor provision of Taft-Hartley was used to
drive the men back to the plants.

nESPITE ALL the handicaps, the steel workers won a victorious settlement, and everybody and his brother, particularly including
Vice President Richard Nixon, the one-man
entry in the race for the Republican nomination
for President, and Secretary of Labor James
P. Mitchell, one of many aspirants for the
vice-presidency, are being credited with bringing the victory about. Even the Kennedy name
had to be brought into the act for political
profit if such could be had.
Credit in all degrees is flying in every direction save the one direction in which it should
be going—namely to the steel workers themselves, and to workei's of other unions all over
the country, including ourselves, who backed
them morally, financially and in a number of
concrete ways that could not fail of impact.
Foremost reason for the steel industry to
back up, was that the Taft-Hartley 80-day
strike stay was a complete flop. The steel workers were fighting mad, were prepared to turn
down the employers' last offer to be put to
them through the NLRB by an almost unanimous vote and were further prepared to hit the
bricks again on January 26, the date of the
ending of the 80-day injunction. These were
foregone conclusions.
We don't want to take away any credit due
to Nixon and Mitchell for their mediating role.
Anytime a politician wants to help labor it is
welcome gravy, but without the militance and
determination of the steel workers and the
strength of the rank and file of the rest of
labor behind them all the mediators in the
world, nor all the gods could have helped.
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(Deadline for next isne JItIllinry 25),

THE CAUCUS which voted to accept the mechanization agreement fund was specific in deciding first that the monies
accumulated as the workers' share of the benefits of mechanization would be used in the most constructive way possible, and,
second, that a later caucus would itself determine precisely how
the money would be distributed. So, of course, no final determination has been made as yet; that decision will be made by the
caucus in April, 1960.
The original agreement, as the members know, provided that

the PMA—and the fund itself—would have tax protection. This
protection has been provided.
The caucus and the membership itself in the last analysis can
decide on any one of many different uses for the mechanization
fund, or even on a combination of uses. The principle we have
held in mind is that the fund, representing our share in the benefits of technical change, would be used in a manner which would
best advance the interests of the entire work force.
This is why the reports that the fund would be divided up at
so much per head are so misleading. Had we had this objective
in view, we'd have been better off to have negotiated a few more
cents on the wage line and let the whole thing go by the board.
After all, whether a fund is divided up into some kind of a cash
bonus at the end of the year or comes in additional wages is
practically the same thing. It would mean that eventually some
in the work force, depending on the work opportunities available,
would receive the major part of the fund while others would
receive little or nothing. It would further mean that the distribution of the fund would have little or no relationship to the
impact of the machine upon the men.

AgbicAst_.visirHAT DO WE hope to do with the mechanization fund?
Without spelling out the specific form of the distribution
in detail our approach should be one which benefits all the men
in the work force equally and fairly, including those whose earnings and work opportunities have increased from mechanization
as well as those for whom just the opposite has taken place. In
our proposal to the employers on a tonnage tax during the negotiations we took the position that the purpose of the fund accumulated in this way would be "to provide wage supplements
over and above basic wages as the fully registered men's shares
of increased production resulting from the use of labor-saving
devices and reduced manpower requirements."
So, the disposition of the first installment into the fund—for
the $11
/
2 million is only the down payment to get the fund underway—will be the major business of the next caucus. In addition,
we will have to formulate our demands on the form and the
amount of the continuing employer contributions into the mechanization fund. We can expect that many different proposals on
these matters will come before the caucus from the delegates,
the Coast Committee and the officers.
We aren't unaware that we're sailing in some unknown and
uncharted waters. on this one. One thing is certain, we've certainly awakened many people in union and management circles,
both here and abroad, because of our program.
in Australia the longshoremen, facing the same problem of
machines replacing men, brought our contract into the Employer
Stevedore Association and asked for the ILWU-PMA mechanization agreement. When they got nowhere, they proposed that
the union, the employers and the government invite PMA head
J. Paul St. Sure and me down to explain the agreement, something
which we'd have been happy to do. But the government declined
to issue such an invitation. It wasn't so long ago when the US
government would have done everything in its power to have
Such an invitation issued—to me at least.

W
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White House Slights Labor
In Parley on Problems of Aging
(From the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Labor has
been alloted tail-end representation in
a 128-man advisory committee established to help run the 1961 White House
Conference on Aging.
Named by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, the advisory
body includes only 4 union members in
a lineup that embraces representatives
from 13 assorted professional groupings. The legal profession, with 5 nomiflees, is the next smallest group.
The Conference on Aging is intended
as a sort of national round table
gathering to develop governmental program on problems of senior citizens. A
similar conference on education was
held three years ago.
Plans call for attendance of 3,000
delegates at the 1961 conference. Of
these, 1,260 will be selected by national

organizations and federal agencies, and
the remaining 1,740 are to be picked by
state governors, with two out of three
to be non-professionals in the field of
aging.
Since the advisory committee is likely
to exercise considerable influence on
the outcome of the conference, the inferior role allotted labor has caused
concern here. Nelson Cruikshank, head
of the AFL-CIO Social Security Department, warned that unions should
seek state delegations representative of
the community if labor's beliefs are to
come out in final recommendations.

Christmas Check for Mine-Mill
PORTLAND, Ore.—Checkers Local
40 is sending a $135 "Christmas check"
to help members of the Mine-Mill
Union, who are fighting for survival on
two fronts.

Letters to the Editor
old way. This new legislation is supEditor: I want to express my thanks posed to insure you against harm when
and deep appreciation to the ILWU- you take steps of that nature." "Insure
PMA Pension Fund for the courtesy poppy-cock!" they said, and that was
and help which has been afforded me that. Of course we all knew the score.
as a Pensioner's widow. I am indeed When the guts is knocked out of a man
grateful for the coverage entitled me or an organization it takes more than
as such and for the work and efforts legislation to put 'em back in. The experience did sort of round out the picof all who have made this possible.
No other union, I feel, could offer ture for us though. If the Kennedymore to and for its membership, and Landrum-Griffin Act can't do any good
I am proud that we have been and are for the strong unions and the weak ones
.are afraid to use it who else but the
still a part of it.
Sincerest thanks to the Dispatcher guys in the sky blue Cadillacs can posfor the fine article on my husband, Ed- sibly profit thereby?
VICTOR BELL
ward T. Jeffress, in October 23rd issue
Local 8
and for papers received, and to all OfPortland
ficials of the ILWU and Pension Plan:
Again my heartfelt thanks.
- FRANCES JEFFRESS Rest Homes for Pensioners
Corte Madera, Calif.
Editor: At their regular meeting of
November 9, the Seattle Pensioners
Cub, consisting of Lon gshoremen
The New Labor Law
Editor: Some time ago I was listen- Local 19, Ships Clerks Local 52 and
ing to a lunchroom discussion by a Walking Bosses Local 98, made the
group of sheet metal workers who have following resolution which was passed
been doing some construction work at unanimously without a dissenting .vote.
"To lay the foundation to explore,
the grain elevator where I work. The
subject of their discussion was the and plan, to start the building of a
union they belonged to and, contrary rest home for our retired members—
to the trend of most such discussions,
"A lot of our oldtimers, who at
they all seemed to agree on one thing: present are in some so-called rest
their union was just plain no good. It homes, have to pay excessive monthly
didn't do any good to attend meetings. payments, and are not in desirable esThe business agent and a small click of tablishments. If our ILWU organizayes men ran the whole show. Rank and tion could promote a rest home on a
file participation was just a big joke. non-profit basis, it certainly would
No member dared to speak his mind in help our members, who are in need,
fear of losing his job, his card or both. to be put in such a home. A project
Boy, to hear those guys tell it, morale like this would be like a memorial to
was pretty low. One fellow said, "If we our ILWU organization, and would be
had a union like the longshoremen we an addition to the 'other benefits, welcould get some good conditions."
fare and pension, which our union has
Of course this made us ILWU men won for the rank and file, who have
feel pretty good. I tried to point out to worked in the maritime industry."
them that a union is made up of people
WILLIAM E. LILE
and is only as strong and as useful and
Recording Secretary
as effective as the men and women that
ILWU Pensioners
make up its membership, that unionSeattle, Wash.
ism is but the working out in the world
of industrial necessity the universal
idea of unity. This quieted them down a
little but they didn't look much happier.
Then an idea struck me. The condiSAN FRANCISCO
There was a
tions these men faced concerning their
union were the same issues the sup- "national drift toward establishing
porters of the Kennedy-Landrum-Grif- commercial relations" with mainland
fin Act claim to cure with their legis- China during 1959, the Pacific Shipper
reported in its year-end issue.
lation.
"The movement appears to be makI told these boys that we in the
ILWU, being btessed with a strong, ef- ing headway slowly, and if it might be
fective union founded upon sound, dem- said that the trend is too slow, it might
ocratic principles, had failed so far, to also be said that it seems to be that
see any good that the new bill could do much surer," the shipping industry
for us except for the negative power it weekly commented.
"One of the best evidences is entirely
demonstrated to draw us tighter and
negative; there isn't much silly raving
tighter together.
"However," I asked, "why don't you about the wonders of the Chiang Kaifellows, being that you don't have any- shek dictatorship and the likelihood of
thing to lose, why don't you put this our 'glorious ally' reconquering the
new law to the test? Why don't you mainland. On the contrary, the body
draft a letter to Secretary Mitchell and politic appears to be learning, graduask how to go about using this wonder ally, that it has been sold a bill of
drug to put your union back on it's propagandt,t goods."
feet?" Boy! I thought those guys would
The Pacific Shipper added that
run me out of the house. "Don't you "there has been a diminution of the
know," they said, "that there isn't a terrible warnings of what will happen
man in the outfit who isn't too 'afraid to us, and to our friends in the Far
of his job to even think of doing a East and even in Europe, if the United
thing like that?"
States should attempt to deal with the

Thanks From a Widow

'Protective Shield'
Not So Protective
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Another
rigged TV commercial will soon bite
the dust—if a government complaint
against claims for Colgate Dental
Cream stands up.
In a formal action, the Federal
Trade Commission says that the
widely pictured "protective shield"
for your teeth, supposedly found in
the Colgate product because of its
use of Gardol, is deceptive.
Specifically, the complaint alleges
that the dentifrice does not completely protect users' teeth against
tooth decay or the development of
cavities by forming a "protective
shield" or otherwise, as claimed in
the company's television advertising.
The false claim, which also appeared in magazine and newspaper
advertisements, has unfairly diverted trade from competitors and
substantially injured competition in
violation of the FTC Act, the complaint alleges.
The company has 30 days to file
an answer to the complaint.

Page 3
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Teamsters Aid
Mine-Mill in
T-H Defense
DENVER — Support from the powerful Teamsters Union heartened the International Union of Mine, Mill and
Smelter Workers in its fight against a
Taft-Hartley Act "conspiracy" frameup.
Nine Mine-Mill leaders were convicted in federal court here last month
on charges of "conspiring" to violate
the non-Communist oath provision of
the Taft-Hartley — a provision repealed by Congress last September. The
conviction will be appealed right up to
the Supreme Court.
The Teamsters International Executive Board voted at its Miami meeting
last month to back Mine-Mill and -to
contribute a_"substantial sum" to the
defense.
In announcing the action, Teamsters
President James R. Hoffa said the issue
was not "communism" and was a cause
of "persecution not prosecution" of a
union engaged in a bitter fight against
the copper industry.

Rep. Roosevelt Pushes Bill
To Hike Dock Disability Pay
(Continued from Page 1)
told the House of Representatives that
the main purpose of his bill was to
restore "the established principle that
benefits should equal two-thirds of average weekly earnings." His proposed
maximum, he said, would provide such
benefits for over 90 Percent of the
workers covered by the Longshore Act.
Roosevelt, who figured actively in
the passage of legislation during 1956
that fixed the current benefit of $54,
told his colleagues that the present
ceiling "is far too low in relation to
actual wage levels prevailing in most
trades covered by the Act."
He pointed out that, on the basis of
current weekly earnings, over 70 percent of the West Coast longshoremen
are being shortchanged by the present
maximum. Similar discrimination, he

said, applies to East Coast stevedores
and other trades subject to the Longshore Compensation law.
Roosevelt recalled that the twothirds of weekly wages fOrmula "was
basic to the establishment of compensation insurance throughout the country." This principle, he added, has been
undermined by the use of dollar ceilings which' have not kept pace with
the upward trend in wages and the
cost of living.
Congress, said Roosevelt, concurred
with the principle that weekly benefits
should not be restricted by an "unrealistic and inequitable" ceiling when it
amended the Federal Employees Act
in 1949. "It is now only just and fair,"
he went on, "that Congres should apply
that policy to the Longshoremen's and
Harbor Workers' Act. .. ."

Arturo Giovannitti, Old-Time Labor
Poet and Union Organizer, Dies at 75
SAN FRANCISCO—Arturo Giovannitti, famed labor poet, orator and
organizer, died January 1 in New York
at the age of 75. Giovannitti was one
of the leading idealistic radicals who
helped shape the labor movement during the early years of the century.
Giovannitti was one of the leaders of
the IWW textile strike in Lawrence,
Mass. in 1912. Mill owners used violent
tactics during the strike—including the
planting of dynamite which they tried
to blame on the strikers.
When a woman was fatally shot dur-

ing the strike, Giovannitti was arrested
and charged with 'being an accessory
to murder. The IWW vigorously protested the indictment as a frame-up and
won his acquittal.
During his imprisonment, Giovannitti wrote his best known poem, The
Walker, inspired .by the continual pacing of a prisoner in a cell directly
above. He published two books of poetry, one in English and one in Italian.
During the 1920s and 30s, Giovannitti was in great demand as a speaker
at labor rallies.

Trend to China Trade Seen Gaining

"That's just it, I said °that's the

Chinese. One can still see, but only

rarely such nonsensical statements as politicians have shifted side to support
the one that trade with Red China China trade.
would constitute 'proof that the U.S.
"The gain," it said, "is that they
has embraced the Communist philos- have quit screaming epithets every
ophy.'"
time China is mentioned. A repetition
The publication said that "intellectu- of the 'unleashing Chiang' fraud is
as
ally" the past year "was a good one for unthinkable today as
it was inevitable
the cause of China trade." It cited eight years
ago.
"two quasi-public surveys, one by Con"The
professed
anti-Chinese Propalon Associates and a later one by the
gandists have had a bad year. Many of
Rockefeller Brothers Fund" which
"took about- the same moderate view the worst of them have virtually distoward a rapprochement with Peking appeared from the press and radio pulthat we have taken. Only in c1,9tail do pits where they once made the welkin
the two reports differ from each other ring with diatribes against so much as
and from what we have contended.
acknowledging the existence of the
"In general, they and we seek a grad- world's largest nation.
ualistic approach, first through com"Meanwhile, London, which, unlike
merce (which admittedly will be mod- Washington, knows something about
est to begin with and for a long while what is happening in China, reports
thereafter) and then, possibly, to the that Red China (there is only one
establishment of diplomatic relations of China and it is not Formosa) had adsome sort, on up to admission to mem- vanced from 22nd to 11th place in the
bership in the United Nations."
list of the world's trading nations—
But, the Pacific Shipper added, despite the inverted Great Wall of
"Practically, the cause is not nearly so China which we have foolishly tried
to
well off." It said that no outstanding erect around it."
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Report of ILWU Delegation to Cze
This is the first of a series of
reports by the ILWU delegation
which visited Czechoslovakia and
the USSR. A summary of the delegation's appraisal of the work
of the Soviet trade unions was
carried in the last issue of The
Dispatcher. Beginning with this
issue, The Dispatcher will carry
additional details of the trip, with
emphasis on specific aspects of
the trade union movement.
The delegation traveled on a
tight schedule. Time was limited
and the many impressions received and information gathered
are due to the extreme generosity of the Czech and Soviet trade
unionists. They answered the
many questions put to them by
the ILWU delegation and did
everything possible to make the
trip as informative and detailed
as possible.
The ILWU delegation doesn't
claim to have become experts as
a result of the few weeks studying the functioning and opera.
tion of the unions under socialism. The reports which follow
are factual and based completely
on what the delegation was told
and what was seen. The measure
of union performance in these
lands is based on the delegation's
own trade union experience in
the United States.

El 7,1

the Soviet Union

Czech Railroad Workers
Give Dramatic Expression
To Their Desire for 'eace
of the unions in the socialist countries. and the center of a great deal of soObviously it is quite different from cial activity, besides being a general
ours. First, there is a continuous em- gathering place for the union members.
phasis on production — something
which we regard as an employer rather How Wage Grievance
than a Union problem. The people we
talked with, and this included workers Issues Are Handled
DIDN'T attempt to go into. the
on the job, identified their own imIf detailed functioning of the Transprovements and standard of living with
the general economic improvement of 'port Workers union inasmuch as the
their particular industry and the coun- available time allotted for our stay in
Czechoslovakia was limited. Instead we
try a8 a whole..

Shortage of Labor
A Constant Refrain
IN PRAGUE we began to hear, the
complaint which became a refrain
when we visited the Soviet Union—
'the shortage of labor. The unions make
quite a point of the ,fact that employment is the guaranteed right of every
person. Emphasis on work is considerable, and there is no doubt but that
in Czechoslovakia as in the Soviet
Union as we found later, it is a basic
part of their social outlook.
We took a couple of hours out ,of our
first day in Prague to see some of the
historical sights. The people are obviously very proud of their heritage
and background. The .city has one of
the oldest universities in the world,
founded by King Charles IV in 1348.
In the course of looking at part of the
old school we were told • something
'.'about their educational system. The
'_University now turns out 7,000 grad.uates each year; students are given
•

LOUIS GOLDBLATT
ILWU Setretao—Treasurer

L. B. THOMAS
Coast Labor Relations Committeeman

MIKE SAMADUROFF
Chief Dispatcher, ILWU Local l0
*
*

iTHE DELEGATION reached Prague,
Czechoslovakia, on the evening of
Wednesday, November 25, 1959, after
some delay because of the weather. Our
plane from New York had landed in
Brussels instead of Paris; we took a
train to Paris, spent the following day
arranging for visas to Czechoslovakia-.
and the Soviet Union, and departed the
next,morning.
We included a brief stop in Prague
as guests of the Transport Workers'
Union in order to take a look at their
operation before going on to the Soviet
Union. We were met at the Prague airport by a small union group headed
by Vice President Matizcheck of the
union, and spent the evening getting
acquainted and discussing what we
could cover in the limited time available to us. We told them we were interested not only in finding out about
the workings of their union through
meeting with their officials, but if at
all possible in meeting with some of
the union rank and filers.
Mast of the following day was spent
in a meeting with the president of the
union, Jaroslaz Prucha, Matizcheck,
and various specialists in different aspects of union work. The leaders of the
union emphasized that they/ had been
living under a People's Democracy
since the end of World War II. They
were still keenly aware of the struggles
of the unions that had taken place before the war and frequently referred
to Ahem in describing the current situation. Matizcheck was an old time trade
unionist, and apparently one of the
founders of the old Transport Workers'
! Union.
They are especially proud of the rate
of economic growth of the country,
which is somewhere over 10 percent per
( year. Their, union is an industrial one
I of all transport and communication
workers, but inasmuch as Czechoslovakia is an inland country, their only
water transport is by barge.

wage study committee of the International. Once they've arrived at a policy
it is submitted to the Executive Board
of.the International. Then a conference
, is ,held with the Minister of Labor for
Transport. If in agreement, the matter
is , submitted by the Minister to the
Government. In the event the Minister
does not agree, and no adjustment can
, be:reached, it then goes to the Central
Body of Labor for their study. Once
the Central body makes a recommendation, the Transport Workers can take
the matter before the Government with
the Minister. The first question by
.Government is whether the matter has
been -through all the steps, beginning
with the workers in the branches. .
The union has a direct and very substantial say in the determination of
wage and production policies. They participate in setting work quotas, and
represent the workers in grievances.

free tuition, books, and board and room

ILWU's Louis GolcIblatt, Mike Samocluroff and L. B. Thomas in a picture
taken early in their trip to Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union.

Second is their concern with the aspects of life which we would term
general social security. While some of
these concerns are trade union functions in our country, a number of them,
of course, are the perogative of the
State and Federal governments in the
United States. There is no question
that one of their main objectives as
a union is to provide, either through
their own operations or through the
government, for what amounts to
cradle - to - the - grave protection. And
they have made a great deal of prog. this direction.
reis in
- Any attempt to measure the level
of.benefit against those of the United
States, however, automatically gets you
off on the wrong foot; it is too much
like comparing apples and pears. Their
general standard of living is lower than
Ours,'although they claim very rapid
improvement. Obviously if they can
reach the same proportionate level of
production as the United States—
which they claim they will do in the
- next decade or less—their standards
of .benefits will rise at the same time.
A third aspect of union function
which differs considerably_ from ours
is -a concentration on what they call
cultural work. This runs all the way
-from the operation of a cultural center, which included classes for children
in dancing, painting, etc., to the maintenance of an impressive library and
lEmphasis Different
to the coordination of the sports activities sponsored by the union.
11n Socialist Countries
The union building which houses
IT WAS in this first visit that we be1 gan to get a taste of the orientation these functions was very impressive,

plus a small stipend. Compulsory education continues to the age of fifteen,
with heavy emphasis upon _schooling
;after children have begun to work. Faejory schools, libraries and _special institutes supplement the regular academic
schools and universities. We were told
that all children are urged' to complete
-their schooling on a part time basis
after they have begun,work at the age
of fifteen.
If a child of 15 goes to work he
receives full 'salary and 3 weeks vacation. From 18 to 23 years, he drops to
2 weeks vacation, but after 5 years of
work, gets 3 week's vacation. Present
plans are to extend to 4 weeks' vacation
in 1961. Miners receive 5 weeks vacation and retire at age 55 with 20 years
of work. Women retire at 55, men at
60. Jet pilots fly 40 hours per month,
prop pilots fly 80 hours a month. If a
Worker retires at the earliest opportunity, he receives 50 percent of his salary, but can continue working and
build up to 90 percent of salary, which
is the limit. There are no taxes after
retirement; and they have disability
pensions and full medical care.
We visited an old prison which had
existed in the days of royalty and examined some of the things we knew
only from our history books such as
torture weapons, the pit, and other
methods ,which were used by the kings
to maintain their power and to make
sure the people -didn't kick up too
much trouble in the days of old.
•
(The report of the lLWU delegation
will be concluded in
no:Czechoslovakia
oh3
•t
Cnzeexcthiossslu
oe.)

tried to concentrate on one important
aspect of its functions; we tried to get
clear in our own -minds how- they would
operate • under circumstances where
there are differences of opinion be-.
twcen -the union and 'management. We
gave this subject a thorough overhauling. They insisted there are no fundamental differences between union and
management, as they both have the
same goal: to increase production, improve the standard of living of the
people, and generally provide for security in any contingency. They agreed
of course that differences arose between Union and management, but in- sisted * that they are resolved by
cofnpromise, in one way or another.
We wanted to know if there weren't,
cases where management overstepped
its bounds, or ignored the guarantees
of the. workers. They said this had
'happened, but that disputes could be
settled by discussion, inasmuch as the
enterprise or business involved was
fundamentally the property of all, and
while there were different functions for
i?n changed the
ro
Crf
rlee
ca
hir
ap°
A typogrC
different people, their goal was. the meaning of a keyword/in the report by
same.
the ILWU delegation to the Soviet TinThe delegation decided this would be ion in the last issue. A sentence dea question we would pursue further in scribing the grievance machinery of
our visit to the Soviet Union. We also the Soviet Sea and River VVorkers Undecided we would get another look at ion read, "A Worker cannot be fined
the problem when we had an oppor- without the consent of the Union." The
tunity to meet with some of the rank word should have been "fired." Another
and filers.
error appeared in the sentence reading,
We asked about the method of set- "Changes in the complection of executing wages. All union- branches hold tive bodies are quite common..." The
monthly meetings and submit wage word should have been "composition,"
programs to their International union. not "complection."
All their ideas are turned over to a
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Magazine Tells McClellan:

Sign of the Times

'Look at ILWU for Example
Of Clean, Democratic Union

g

LOS ANGELES — Senator John L.
McClellan (D-Ark) was advised here
last week to take a good look at the
ILWU to get a picture of how a clean,
democratic union operates.
An article by Martin Hall in Frontier,
liberal West Coast monthly, noted widespread charges of union corruption by
the McClellan committee and said "it
might increase the Senator's understanding of labor unions to have a look
at the other side of the coin."
ILWU was described by Hall as "one
of the most democratic unions in the
United States."
GET-BRIDGES DRIVE RECALLED
Citing the long vendetta against the
ILWU and President Harry Bridges
by the Justice Department, Hall said:
"It appears probable that if there
had been the slightest chance of finding corruption or racketeering of any
kind in the ILWU, that union would
have been the first to be exposed.
"The facts are that this independent
and militant union is run on the strictest rules of inner-organizational democracy. It is this democratic character
of the union in which lies its greatest
strength.
"The Constitution of the International union is specific in such matters
as representation of the locals on the
International Executive Board, recall of
elected board members, strict control
over the union's finances and their handling by the elected salaried officials,
frequency of elections and conventions."
LOCAL 13 RECORD CITED
Studying Local 13 as a case history
of ILWU democracy in action, Hall
pointed to high attendance at local
meetings, rank and file participation
in negotiations and the democratic
character of union elections.
"There is no secrecy about what goes
on in the union's day-by-day affairs,"
he said. "The minutes of every Board

meeting are posted on the bulletin
board for every member to read. The
salaried officers of the union have no
right to transfer any funds from one
account to the other without specific
authorization by a vote of the members.
"Not more than $1,000 in cash can
be kept at any time in the office, and
all salaried officers are bonded. The
Trustees, elected yearly by the members in secret ballot (as are all other
officers), report monthly to the membership meeting on the state of the
local's finances. None of the salaried
officers can be a trustee at the same
time."

(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—In the short
time that certain provisions of the
Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin law have
been in effect, 134 investigations of
possible violations are already underway.
Labor Secretary James P. Mitchell
said these investigations are based
upon complaints by union members and
some unions.
Included in the 134 probes, according
to Mitchell, are 20 involving trusteeships, 24 on union elections, 26 on misappropriation of union funds, 19 on infringement of members' rights through
force and violence and the balance in
miscellaneous categories.
The fast buildup of government
sleuthing into the internal affairs of
unions tends to confirm predictions that
the new labor control act meant rough
times ahead for the labor movement.

(From the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Establishment of an East-West cultural center
at the University of Hawaii is proposed
in a report sent to Congress by the
State Department.
The •idea of such a center was initiated in Congress by former Territorial delegate John Burns. Subsequently, Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson carried the proposal forward.
Congress finally included a provision
in the Mutual Security Act of 1959
which directed the State Department to
submit plans for the center. In addition, the appropriations bill for the department included $250,000 to set up
a cultural exchange program at the
University of Hawaii.
The current report said $8,300,000,

Merchant Marine
Booklet Published
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A 196-page
booklet recording detailed information
on the Merchant Marine fleet of the
US and of other leading maritime nations has been published by the Maritime Administration.
Intended primarily as a reference
source, the new booklet assembles statistical data, mainly for the postwar
period, which was previously available
only in separate reports.
The publication is titled "The Handbook of Merchant Shipping Statistics
—Through 1958." It may be obtained
from the Superintendent of Documents,
Washington 25, D. C., for $1 per copy.
Local 6 Wins Duro-Test Vote
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU Local 6
won an NLRB election December 30 at
Duro-Test Corporation by a vote of 2
to 0. Business Agent Keith Eickman
reported that the company has joined
the Distributors Association and will
be part of the master contract.

Phony Gimmicks Used to Trap Debtors
Exposed by Federal Trade Commission
of Employment Records," "Employhigh
er
ment Verification Request," "DepartC.—Anoth
D.
GTON,
WASHIN
pressure "skip tracing" agency, located ment of Vehicle Verification Records,"
in Hollywood, has been nailed by the "Department of Claims and SettleFederal Trade Commission because of ment," "Bureau of Settlements and Colphony practices in soliciting informa- lections," and "Division of Disbursements."
tion from people owing money.
To lend a final touch, the forms
The specific charge against the selfstyled Winters-Schneider Sales Agency are mailed from a Washington address.
is obtaining information from delin- When returned to the Capital agent,
quent debtors by subterfuge. The gim- the forms are then sent to the commick used, according to the complaint, pany's office in Hollywood.
The main purpose in utilizing the
is a questionnaire form so written that
It conveys the impression a branch of deceptive forms, the government conthe U. S. Government is requesting in- tends, is to induce debtors to furnish
information which otherwise they
formation.
would not supply.
such
by
obtained
the use of
Facts
Over the years the government has
Intimidating forms are sold to collecprosecuted a number of similar "skip
tion agencies, merchants, and others tracing" agencies. The technique emwho are trying to run down outstanding ployed by these outfits is to intimidate
information from debtors with the same
debts.
Typical forms are headed "Semi- forms used by Winters-Schneider
Annual Employment llecordt""Change Agency.
(From the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

—Mesa Educator

State Dept. Backs East-West
Cultural Center In Hawaii

(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

134 IC-L-G Violation
Charges Probed

IN NEW YORK CITY, the toppingout party was given a new twist
in Manhattan. Invariably the topping-out party, consisting of free
beer and pretzels for the building
workers, is provided by the construction firm when the men finish placement of the final top girders of a
skyscraper. But when union workers
locked in the topmost piece of steel
on the new 30-story Imperial House,
the company decided that beer and
pretzels were not good enough for
the 400 steel-riggers. To emphasize
the fact that annual rents in the new
deluxe, super-luxury apartment
house will range up to $14,000 per
room, the company ordered up champagne and caviar.

over and above the money Hawaii could
be expected to provide, would be needed
in the first three years to build a dormitory and finance two-year scholarships
for 75 students from Pacific and Asian
countries and other grants for established scholars.
The State Department made no recommendations for appropriations but
said funds from the Mutual Security
Program would not be available.
Hawaii's Congressional delegation
indicated it would .support efforts in
Congress to provide financing to go
through with the East-West center.
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Massey Installed
As Local 12 Head
NORTH BEND, Ore.—Wesley "Bud"
Massey will head Local 12 this year.
Other officers for 1960 installed at a
stop work meeting January 7 included:
Austin Davis, vice-president; Willis
Sutton, secretary-treasurer and assistant dispatcher; L. Oldland, chief dispatcher; Russell Main, Harold Laharty
and Joe Jacovac, labor relations committee, with Bruce Bogdanovich, as alternate; Troy Slinger, relief dispatcher;
Chester Harvey, chief steward; Fred
Stanley, marshal; and Don Brown, Forrest Taylor and Bob Christesen, CRDC
delegates. Also seated was a 42-member
executive board.
The local concurred in a recommendation of the international executive
board endorsing financial help for a
McCarran-Walter law victim, Martin
Jiminez, by voting a $100 donation to
aid the Local 6 member in his fight
to return to the United States.

Local 13 Member Plans
Appeal to Khrushchev
LONG BEACH — ILWU Local 13
member Victor Bobikevich says he is
appealing to Soviet Premier Nikita S.
Khrushchev for help in presenting a
proposed constitutional preamble to the
United Nations.
Bobikevich, a Russian-born naturalized US citizen who is an ardent supporter of UN as the world's best hope
for peace, drafted the preamble several
years ago as an eloquent expression of
his "desire to bring all mankind closer
together."

World Labor Roundup
have come reports of strikes in his
country in spite of the fact that
(Editor's note: Mr. Jenkins is a home
illegal under the law and their
are
they
of
on
national officer of the Associati
s are liable to arrest and imorganizer
Supervisory Staffs, Executives and prisonment.
London
Technicians. He is a
Sardine fishermen in Northern PorBorough Councilor, elected on the tugal had to strike for almost 10 weeks
Labor ticket, and author of a book,
before the employers conceded an inPower at the Top, on the national- crease in their percentage of the catch
ize(l industries in Britain. On a visit from 32 to 40 per cent. Railwaymen
to San Francisco last November, he have also been showing their militancy
agreed to write brief news reports by brief stoppages in support of wage
on world labor developments for the claims.
Dispatcher from time to time.)
But arrests have been frequent as
activities in all industries are
such
to
struggle
The
"demonstrations against the
termed
reduce the average work-week of 44
newspapers do not print
The
state."
reaching
is
pay)
of
loss
hours (without
the isolated actions now
all
of
accounts
a climax. Already, following a 13-week
"benevolent dictaprinters strike in the summer of 1959 taking place in this
of the worksituation
the
But
torship."
week,
2
/
hour
421
a
which resulted in
intolerable
becoming
obviously
is
ers
there have been breaks in the employto have to give.
going
is
g
somethin
and
front.
ers'
The nationalized electricity generaRailway workers here have
tion and supply corporations have cont victory in bargainimportan
an
scored
is
pressure
and
ceded a 42 hour week
Chancellor and
Austrian
the
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ing
now being put on the big aircraft and
over a claim for
Finance
of
Minister
plants.
e
automobil
th month's salThe Trades Union Congress has is- payment of a "fourteen
get thirteen month's
sued a call for a general reduction in ary." They already
will get financial
hours and referred to its own Congress salary each year and
followed by the
be
to
1959
for
benefits
resolution which demands a 40 hour
in 1960.
month"
th
"fourteen
full
be
to
seem
now
ons
negotiati
But
week.
form of an
the
in
paid
be
This will
bogged down in the general engineering industry and a strike is seriously extra half-month's salary every guar-.
being considered by some of the unions. ter. They obtained guarantees that employees of the Federal Railways would
Fresh efforts are being not suffer as a result of the debates
made by the International Transport taking place in Parliament about the
Workers' Federation to bring Greek future financing and re-equipment of
shipowners into line. Until now they the railway system.
have persisted in flying "flags of conSocial Democrats in the
venience" and many of the crews have
had pay and conditions which are gross- German Parliament have recently put
forward a Bill which would establish
ly inadequate.
But this may all be changed if ship- minimum periods of annual leave. They
owners controlling 274 ships manage to are suggesting not less than 18 days
reach agreement in the negotiations paid leave each for all workers over the
now privately taking place in Piraeus age of 18 years which represent an advance for almost all manual and non(the Port of Athens).
The ITF representatives are asking manual employees. The attitude of the
that all the crews should be treated not Government is not yet clear.
worse than those in vessels under the
The provincial administration
Greek flag. There is no doubt that the
recent international boycott of 'Pan- in West Bengal is to introduce regulaLib-Hon-Co' ships has brought about tions forbidding women to work after
8 p.m. in any shop or establishment for
this development.
trading. The intention is to register
General Delgado, who shops (stores in American!), provide
recently opposed Dr. Salazar for the for a 48 hour week and not less than
Presidency and then had to flee the one and a half days leave each week.
country due to persecution, is now in This would be a substantial improve
Britain. Concurrent with his arrival ment on present practice,
By CLIVE JENKINS
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irHE FIFTH DECADE of the Twentieth Century,
just closed, overlapped the 19th decade of the independence of the United States and the third decade
of the existence of our union—the International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union.
1950 through 1959.
They were exciting years. They were contradictory
years. They were years of struggle and progress toward
human rights and peace, and years of sabotage against
both of these. They produced fear at the outset, hope
at the end.
The decade saw the development of the Hydrogen
bomb; the rise, fall and demise of Jumping Joe McCarthy. It saw so-called limited war in Korea started
by a civilian Democrat and ended by a military Republican. It saw honest workingmen deprived of livelihood
by hysterical and illegal screening, and scientists, professors, intellectuals, government workers and others
made to crawl before loyalty oaths.
It saw a cold war fanned perilously near to nuclear
conflict.

Member Henry Schmidt, who had been Bridges' naturalization witnesses in 1945.
Federal Judge George B. Harris, who according to
the Supreme Court of the United States should never
have allowed the case to go to trial, sentenced Bridges
to 5 years in prison and Robertson and Schmidt to 2
years each. The same judge shortly thereafter went
after Bridges with renewed fury and cancelled his
appeal bail because Bridges had proposed that ILWU
Local 10, of which he is a member, go on record for
cease fire in 'Korea and settlement of the issues by
the United Nations.
Bridges languished in San Francisco's county jail
for. 21 days until the United States Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit ruled the bail cancellation *arbitrary and illegal. Said the higher court: "We say now,
with all the emphasis we are able to command, that
however hard and disagreeable may be the task in
times of popular passion and excitement it is the duty
of the courts to set their faces -like flint against the
•• erosive subversion of the judicial process."
But the popular :passion - and excitement went on.
, The CIO, frustrated in its political deals on the West
Coast by ILWU's insistence upon exercise of its autonomous right to Make, its owndecisions, political
and otherwise, held :,what. - amounted to a ludicrous
• kangaroo court trial and expelled the union. It announced-it would embark on a raiding program to take
over ILWU membership .and it set up a West Coast
edition of the CIO News to sabotage any. efforts by
ILWU to-lnake econbmic gains.
•
At the same time CIO joined with the same political
forces, which attempted to frame Bridges and with

ILWU President Harry Bridges emerges from San
Francisco's county jail after spending 21 days behind
its bars because a federal judge thought his proposal
for a cease-fire in Korea and settlement of the issues
by the United Nations was inirnicable to the security
of the United States. A higher court freed him, saying
that courts should "set their faces like flint" against
the use of the judicial processes for political and military expedience.
Two secretaries of state, first Dean Acheson under
Truman, and then John Foster Dulles under Eisenhower built the nation's eAtire foreign policy around
the cold war, and the whole US economy was geared
to it. Dulles died before the decade closed and President Eisenhower picked up the portfolio with results
as surprising as they were unexpected. Vice President
Nixon journeyed to Russia and received a warm welcome. The President invited the Premier of Russia, to
visit the United States, and the subsequent visit made
history toward noticeable relaxation of international
tensions.
The decade saw nuclear bomb testing, and later its
temporary banning. It saw talk of disarmament begun.
It saw a summit meeting between heads of state of the
big powers agreed upon for next March, and, finally,
on the stroke of midnight ending the Fifties and starting the Sixties it saw Premier Nikita Khrushchev of
the USSR lift a glass in the Kremlin and make a toast
to peace with the statement that whether or not Other
nations agreed "maybe we will disarm unilaterally."
Only sixteen days before this event a three-man
ILWU delegation to the USSR heard him say the same
thing in a private conference with him, placing emphasis on the assertion that Russia had enoUgh arms
to defend ,itself and could turn now to production for
the benefit of the people.

The Decade Opened
Ominously for ILWU
HE FIFTIES opened ominously for the ILWU. A

T

long trial—the fourth for ILWIJ President Harry
I Bridges and based upon charges thrice before disproved
f---resulted in conviction of Bridges and.ILWU First

[Vice President J. R. Robertson and Executive Board

Nikita Khrushchev, chairman of the council of minis
patching hall in San Francisco a highlight of his trip
peace, jobs and good wages. To the left of the Premier
time Association President J. Paul St. Sure.
—2-to split the Hawaiian membership away from the
international. The union still has the taped recording
of the offer made by FBI Agents Burrus and Condon.
The union or its members would not be bribed or
intimidated into deals. It held strong and hu,ng tough.
Hall was convicted in the court of a jude who screened
the FBI connivery from the jury. He was finally vindicated in a higher court. The ILWU in the islands
marched ahead to new gains in sugar, pineapple, longshore and wherever else it had members.
The union won, by means of its own solidarity and
determination, the highest wages and best conditions
enjoyed anywhere in 'the ,world by agricuituralwotk-.,
ers. It was 'able to Cushion the impact of automation'
on the "factories in the field" by negotiating voluntary
repatriation with pensions for Filipino and Japanese
workers who wanted to return to their homelands. It
put an end to the feudal system by .which workers
were miserably underpaid in the form of perquisites.
It brought parity wages with the West Coast to island
longshoremen. It won a limited work week, holidays
and unemployment insurance. It gave the largest group
of workers in the islands a place in the political sun,
and it promoted and developed that type of trade union
democracy which helped to demonstate that the people
of Hawaii were ready for statehood. These things were
-tar' ''''•••••

a

In 1954 free dental care for children of ILWU
dock workers from birth through age 14 was added
to the ILWU-PMA health plan.'
phoney leadership of AFL sea unions to devise a Coast
Guard waterfront screening program designed to bar
all non-conformists from their jobs.
It took several years of litigation and hundreds of
broken lives before the courts caught up with the
scheme and found that hurnan rights had been denied
on a wholesale scale. Ironically, ILWU—the chief target—came through the screening program with the
fewest casualties, and this because of a militant defiance that no other UniOn leadership or rank and file
displayed.

Jack Hall Framed
On Smith Act Charge
EANWHILE, the decade saw attacks against the
uniop proceed with frenzied intensity in Hawaii.
T,here its members faced the combined efforts of the
feudal Big 5 and various government agencies. The unAmericans of the US Houge of Representatives led the
parade with contempt'citations against 28 ILWU members who defied the witch hunters''recognized unionbusting efforts. Though failing in attempts to jail
these unionists and others in the islands, both House
and Senate junketeers continued to potshot similar attempts through most of. the rest of the decade.
Their efforts were augmented by Truman's Department of Justice, which framed a Smith Act case against
ILWU Regional Director Jack Hall, and then attempted
to transmit through FBI agents an offer to drop the
charges if Hall Would agree to lead a split in the union

The fifties brought the first noficable mechaniza.tion to the waterfront and in the warehouses. Top, a
giant gantry crane hoists a 40-ton cargo container
aboard a ship bound for Hawaii. Below, a Lamson
loader sorts and builds sack loads in a warehouse at
Crockett, California.
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The Get-Bridges Drive
Falters—Then Fails
HE DECADE saw a final thrust at ILWU in the
form of two attempts to cancel Bridges' citizenship and deport him to a land he left in boyhood.
The first • was an arbitrary, and again illegal, decision of Judge Harris that he should be deported on
the basis of his conviction in Harris' court—the conviction that was later thrown out as was also Harris'
deportation order.
The second was a full-scale trial before Federal
Judge Louis Goodman on a civil suit by the Department of JUstice to cancel citizenship. Judge Goodman
listened many weary days to the same or same type
of stoolpigeons and professional perjurers used in the
previous trial. Then he threw out the case, deploring
in his decision the "animosities, vituperations And
hates" which had made up the government's case. An
implied rebuke to the Department of Justice _was contained in his conclusion that "only a weak yielding
to extra judicial clamor would excuse acceptance of
the testimony of the witnesses in this case as proof
of the allegations of the corriplaint."
The decade saw some thrones change personnel,
others topple. It saw colonial peoples dissolving their
political bonds with imperialism. It began and ended
with the United States, and the United Nations, maintaining the posture that 650 million people in China
were still the vassals of a doddering old generalissimo
brooding in luxury at US taxpayer expense on a large
island called Formosa.
It saw the Supreme Court of the United States, 94
years late, handing down a decision implerrienting the
14th amendment to the Constitution of the United
States,'and it saw a pipsqueak governor of Arkansas
calling out the National Guard to prevent entry of a
handful of Negro children to a Little Rock high school.

T

nisfers of the USSR, rated his visit to the ILWU-PMA disip to the United States. To the longshoremen he talked
ie r are ILWU President Harry Bridges and Pacific Mari-

only among the accomplishments. Today 'Hawaiian
workers can- hold their heads as high in dignity as
any in the world.

• ILWU Warehousemen
Beat Off Beck Raids
HE DECADE saw ILWU warehousemen on the
mainland beat off raiding attempts by the cannibalistic Dave Beck—once the labor "statesman" hero
of business and politics, now a discredited thief and
income-tax evader.'They beat off the attacks and went
on to win significant gains.
The warehousemeri won pensions, medical care and
the union security necessary to keep and enlarge these
gains. Through hard sledding they year by year bettered their wages, conditions, vacations and fringe
benefitsf and. continued to organize the unorganized,
particularly in NOrthern and Southern California.
The record of the warehousemen through the decade
was outstanding in leadership of such activities as
political action, the fight against racial discrimination
on the job and in the community—and in their ability,
to close • ranks and rally against all threats to their
security. .
Canadian and Alaska locals of ILWU tightened their
organization and .beat off SIU raiders and wreckers
while they did it.

T

I N THE longshore division t4e decade opened' with
establishment of'full employer pre-paid medical
care, later to be expanded to include the first dental
care plan ever to be established in the United States—
caring for the dental health of dock wo'rkers' children
from birth through age 14. In 1952 the first longshore
pension plan—non-contributory—went into effect and
the first group of oldtimers retired with $100 per
month, plus social security, plus $5,000 life insurance,
plus free medical and hospital care for themselves and
their dependents. In the ten years of the first trust
agreement 22 percent of the work force was eligible
for its benefits. Later, widows were made eligible for
one year after the death of' their pensioned spouses.
These were men who lived to see a last real, fruit of
their struggle against guns and tear -gas as they built
, the union.
And while the longshore division properly, was taking card of its oldtimers, it was also going on to a
progress that the oldtimers hardly dreamed of when
they were the young and vigorous men of the industry.
This was
. decasualization of what was once the most
casual industry of the nation. It began with the rotaryhiring dispatching hall which came out of the 1934
strike. It is not completed, but the decade ended with
these great advances toward its completion—great social advances: recognition by the employers that the
Work force is entitled to share in the savings accrued
through- mechanization, and a guarantee henceforth
that when a man is dispatched and turned to on a -job
he will either work 8 full hours or be paid for 8 full
hours. A long cry from but slightly over a quarter of
a century ago when a longshoreman was looked upon
as a bum to be picked up on 'the waterfront, worked
an hour or two or more, or maybe until he dropped of
exhaustion, and then—Well, who cared?
The decade saw the people of Hawaii and Alaska
Made full citizens as their territories were admitted
to the union as states, and in both admissions ILWU
could point with pride at the role it played in bringing
about this long-delayed justice.

. Ge.orge Meany succeeded the late William Green
as president of the AFL, sought rezpectability and
pushed the cold war. He later became president of
the merged AFL-CIO.

In 1950 John L. Lewis, greatest of all American
labor leaders, proposed that US trade unions set up
a $21
/
2 million mutual aid fund. It was rejected by
both
and AFL as unfeasible. In 1959, Lewis announced his retirement as president of the United
Mine Workers of America.

ao

THE DECADE turns into its klccessor with the cry
. for peace by the world's people marred by the,
cacophony of anti-semitism emerging into overt actsin Adenauer's Germany and spreading elsewhere; with
the struggle for human rights being countered by the'
hate and bigotry of southern 'politicians; with the
legitimate aims and aspirations of workers being
hampered by anti-labor legislation—such_as the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin act-'—and the readiness of the
executive and judicial branches Of the government to
throw their.weight to the exploiting side, as witnessed
in the use of Taft-Hartley and the prestige of the office of the 1?.resident-.of the:United States against the
steel workers; and even with political hay being made
out of the victory which the steel workers and their
working class supporters brought about.Age and death changed the top leadership of the
AFL and the CIO, George Meany succeeded William
Green and Walter Reuther succeeded Philip Murray.
These successors carried on without a hitch the changing general attitude of the American labor movement
into one of accommodation and search for respectability, and to this end became aggressive agents of the
cold war. The unorganized remained unorganized.
The decade ended with the influence of the American labor movement in complete decline. The AFL and
CIO merged into AFL-CIO and became united only
in the most negative sense. Labor lost all significance
as a force. The damage is not alone to labor; but to
the entire fabric of American democracy, for only
labor can give the initial drive and dynamism that is
necessary to vigor in democracy. AFL-CIO hasn't got
it. It won't have it until the sleeping giant that is the
rank and file of labor awakens.
Recent political events give rise to hope, but peace
still lies uneasy and all the lip service given to civil
rights still doesn't add up to implementation of the
Constitution of the United States or even simple justice.
The struggle for these things goes on. There was no
magic conclusion as 12 midnight, December 31, 1959,
pushed into 12:00:01, January 1, 1960. Life goes right
on from where that infinitismal second found it.

Year by year during the fifties ILWU warehousemen in San Francisco and the Bay Area, members of Locals 6 and 17 forged ever for.vard toward better wages, hours, working conditions and fringe benefits. They
came undaunted through the opening years of the decade during which Dave Beck Was doing his best to wreck
the orgahiziation through raids. Above is a familiar scene on the union side of the bargaining fable.
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Free Fisher
Drive Given
New Push
SEATTLE, Wash.—The Committee
to Free A. A. Fisher is stepping up its
drive to secure executive clemency for
the Northwest's only Taft Hartley victim.
Latest move is publication of a brochure based on the clinching argument
that the woodworker was convicted of
violating a provision of the law which
is no longer in existence.
PROVISIONS REPEALED
The provision, known as the affidavit section, was repealed by Congress
when it enacted the Kennedy-LandrumGriffin bill. Under the new law, the
maximum term for an alleged violation
is set at one year, "clearly showing
Congress' intent to end excessive terms
meted out by biased courts," the defense brochure points out. Fisher, who
was sentenced to five years, is still
back of bars.
Fisher was sent to prison after a
"day in court" which lasted four and
one half years, included two trials, exhausted his resources, and disrupted
his personal life.
He was convicted on the testimony
of a single witness who, according to
the trial transcript, was paid $10,530
as an informer.
LONG-TIME LABOR LEADER
The labor leader's arrest coincided
with the opening of the 1954 lumber
strike. A long-time woodworker and a
five times re-elected officer of the
Washington State Industrial Union
Council, Fisher was on his way to do
picket duty at Index, Wash., when he
was seized by police. He had previously authored the resolution which led
to the two unions in wood hitting the
bricks together, the new brochure
points out.
The brochure asks for executive
clemency, (which can take the form,
either of full pardon, or commutation
of sentence at time served) and restoration of Fisher's civil rights. He has
already served ten months in prison,
only a few weeks short of the maximum term permitted under the new
law.
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Brazil,SovietUnion
In Big Trade Deal
(From the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—A Brazilian trade mission is reported to have
concluded recently a 3-year agreement with the Soviet Union calling
for an exchange of approximately
$200 million in goods.
The two countries, which do not
maintain formal diplomatic relations, negotiated the barter deal in
Moscow, according to the US Department of Agriculture.
Brazil, it is reported, will supply
Russia with coffee and other raw
materials in exchange for crude oil,
petroleum industry equipment and
various kinds of Other machinery.
Brazil also expects to establish in
Moscow a "House of Brazil," which
will publicize commodities other than
those included in the current agreement. Special 3-man missions organized in Rio de Janeiro and Moscow
are to carry out this project.

Brief Note on Machine Age
(Small computers grab bigger share of market.—Headline.)

We've installed a computer—
It replaces ten girls,
So the office is muter
As it buzzes and whirls.
We've installed a computer
Which one-man can run.
Its gender is neuter—
The girls were much- cuter
And also more fun.
—James L. Duff in The Wall Street Journal

First Court Test
Upholds K-L-G Act
SAN FRANCISCO — The government won its first test case January
13 under the Kennedy-LandrumGriffin Act—an injunction against
the Lithographers Local 17 brought
by the NLRB.
Federal Judge William T. Sweigert
enjoined the union from including a
"hot cargo" provision in its contract
demands. A section of the new antilabor law aims at illegalizing such
provisions.
Lithographers unions spokesmen
said their strike was continuing on
wage and other demands, and that
they were appealing Judge Sweigert's
decision.

PORTLAND — As striking newspaper unions mapped plans for a new
general interest paper to be called the
Portland Daily News,ILWU locals here
helped spark a growing drive by organized labor in this area to help the
strikers. The strike is in its third
month.
A joint rally of union heads recommended that all union members in the
area contribute one hour's pay a month
until the strike is won.
A check for $2,100, representing a
voluntary assessment by longshoremen,
was presented at the meeting and described by Portland Labor Council secretary Ed Whelan as a "demonstration
in practice of their slogan: 'An injury
to one is an injury to all'."
In another strike development, the
Portland Newspaper Guild voted by
overwhelming majority to continue its
observance of the Stereotypers' picket
line around the Oregonian plant.
The action came despite denuncia-

Rank-and-File Behind Hoffa,
Wall Street Journal Reports
NEW YORK—"Local Elections Show
Hoffa Still Has Firm Grip on Rankand-File."
With this headline, the Wall Street
Journal December 31 summed up a survey of Teamster. Union sentiment. The
survey was based on elections currently
being held coast to coast in about 400
locals, roughly half of the units of the
1.7 million-member union.
The survey showed that Teamsters
President James R. Hoffa has solidified
his position with the union membership
in the face of unprecedented attack by
the McClellan Committee, Congress,
court-appointed monitors, the press
and the AFL-CIO leadership.
While Hoffa Was not himself a candidate in the elections, except in his
own Detroit local, the Journal said that
"the local voting has specific national
significance all the same" because the
many cities where elections have taken
place are slated to send large numbers

Defense Department Holds Back Facts
On Automobile Safety,Magazine Charges
NEW YORK—The Defense Department is holding back some of the facts
disclosed in a startling survey on automobile accidents condutced for the
Pentagon by Dunlap and Associates of
Stamford, Conn., The Nation charged
January 2.
The research firm made a study of
1,000 cars owned by an insurance company and assigned at random to sales-

ILW Spurs Labor Support
For •regon Newspaper Strike

men. All cars used were of two makes
among the low-priced three — Ford,
Chevrolet and Plymouth.
The study, inspired by the fact that
the armed forces were losing more men
through auto accidents than they had
lost during the fighting in Korea, led
to a startling conclusion by the research firm.
"On the basis of these results, it may
be strongly inferred that automobile
design contributes appreciably to accident rate. There was , an increase in
accident rate of more than 50 percent
from make B to make A, which is directly attributable to accident-design
properties."
But the Pentagon refused to disclose
which car was make A and which was
make B. Criticizing the Pentagon's secrecy on this key fact, The Nation commented:
"The taxpayers footed the bill for the
investigation, but they are not entitled
to the results. Business comes first, and
civilians must take their chances. But
must they? Perhaps members of Congress who prefer whole constituents to
dismembered ones will pry the lid off."

of delegates to a special Teamster convention, probably next year.
The Journal noted the "absence of
wide-spread revolt" against Hoffa or
against local union officials who support his leadership.
According to the Journal, the elections are being held "under new Government fair-play rules that offer an
unprecedentedly accurate test of rankand-file sentiment."
In many cases, local Teamster unions
and district councils have called on
clergymen, college professors and public officials to supervise the elections.
With these safeguards to assure fair
elections, the returns on a national
basis show that the rank and file has
rallied to Hoffa and the Teamsters
union leadership. .4.40400.4.1100

Wagner Re-Elected
CRDC President
ASTORIA, Ore.—Albert J. Wagner of
Local 68 will head the Columbia River
District Council again this year. Kneeland Stranahan of Checkers Local 40
was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Other officers elected and installed
at the council's first meeting in the new
year were: Clyde Munger, Local 92,
vice-president; and Francis J. Murnane,
Local 8; L. K. Atkinhon, Local 53, and
Arne Auvinen, Local 21, trustees. The
slate was installed by Harold Paulsen,
president of Local 18.

tion of the strike by one Guildsman,
labor reporter Howard Hughes of the
Oregonian. Hughes is crossing •the
picket line to work at his desk.

Local NLRB
Conferences
Proposed
(From the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Stuart Rothman, General Counsel of the National
Labor Relations Board, has announced
plans to establish Advisory Conferences
on Administration at NLRB Regional
Offices throughout the nation in an effort to eliminate delays in formal proceedings before the Labor Board.
The conferences were described by
Rothman as a major step in an overall program to introduce long-sought
reforms and management improvements in all aspects of litigation procedures within the General Counsel's
area of authority under the law.
The conferences, which will be convened by NLRB Regional Directors, will
be tripartite, consisting of representatives of the local labor-management relations bar. They will be established on
a permanent basis. They are expected
to enlist the full cooperation of local
bar associations, labor-management relations specialists, and the labor law
teachers and industrial relations department of universities, Mr. Rothman
said.
Periodic meetings of the conferences
will be held in a sustained effort to increase the effectiveness of administrative processes in the field offices and to
undertake evaluation of litigation procedures. The conferences also may be
expanded to include practitioners other
than conference officers as well as
other interested persons who may be
able to contribute valuable special experience or knowledge.

Alex Waltzer Heads
Fresno Local 57
FRESNO—Alex Walker has been reelected president of ILWU Local 57.
Other officers include Ray Sanchez,
first vice president; D. Reason, second
vice president; Leslie Mackey, financial
secretary; John L. Vasquez, Jr., recording secretary; and William Clark, business agent.
Trustees are Willie Ambers, Ted
Philips and J. J. Magoria. William
Wiley was elected sergeant-at-arms.
New officers were installed by William H. Chester, Northern California
regional director of ILWU, at a membership meeting January 5. Local 57
was strengthened recently by a decisive
:victory in an NLRB election at the California Compress Company.

Australian Crew Hails
ILWU Peace Stand

All right! All right! So you're good
with the winches ...

SAN FRANCISCO — The following
cablegram was received at ILWU headquarters recently: "Crew Australian
ship Kooralya sincerely commend your
efforts toward world peace. Actions
such as yours vital in struggle for
peace."
The cable was addressed to President
Harry Bridges and presumably referred to the ILWU executive board's
recent statement on international relations.

Harvey Seeks Bigger Tax Give-Away
THE DALLES,Ore.—The sensational
success of the Harvey Aluminum Co. in
reducing the tax evaluation figure
placed on its aluminum reduction plant
here by the State Tax Commission has
come to light.
A previous commission set the figure
at $58 million. The present commissioners reduced this by $18 million.
But this didn't satisfy the non-union
industrialist'from Torrance, Calif.; he
wants $20 million more hacked off the
figure.

"Both sides should make conces-

sions," the Oregonian said editorially
on January 1, indicating that the paper,
published back of a picket line in Portland, favors an even deeper tax cut
for Harvey.
The plant here, employing some 500
men,is like all the Harvey operations—
non-union. Earlier this month Harvey
was cited by the NLRB for unfair labor
practices in connection with the discharge of three employes following a
stop work meeting in the plant in 1958.
Tax appraisers, who arrived here last

week from Salem, were denied free
access to the pot lines to make a "reappraisal" in connection with Harvey's
tax evaluation claims.
He has already paid his 1959-1960
taxes, based on his own private evaluation figure of $20 million. The sum paid
was $282,962. He owes an additional
quarter million, based on the state's

"compromise" evaluation of $40 million. But he says he won't pay this; and
In addition, he wants a $200,000 rebate
on his '58 taxes.
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NLRB Plans,
To Speed Up
Procedures
(From the Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—A number of
substantial changes in the handling of
cases before the National Labor Relations Board are in the offing if the
Board approves a report by its Committee on Rules Revision.
Among major possible changes in
procedures suggested by the committee,
headed by Board Member Joseph Alton
Jenkins, are:
1. Limiting the nature and extent of
the five-member Board's review of Trial
Examiners' decisions in unfair labor
"
practice cases.
2. Requiring pleadings to the fivemember Board to point specifically to
questions on appeal, a requirement not
demanded now.
3. Giving Trial Examiners greater
authority to dismiss unfair labor practice cases where the moving parties decline to bring the matters at issue into
clear focus.
4. Confining representation of parties
before NLRB to lawyers, except that
companies and unions could be represented by their own officials. This proposal would also make practitioners
subject to disciplinary action or even
disbarment for improper professional
conduct.
The proposed changes, described as
steps to-speed up case-handling, would
take effect if adopted by the five-member Board. The Jenkins Committee was
appointed by the Board Jan. 30, 1959,
and he said he expects its work to be
completed by the end of this month.

Local 10 Organizes
New ILWU Band
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Local 10
is organizing a new band under the
musical direction of Phil Bovero, clarinetist and band leader. Bovero was
musical director at KG° for 10 years,
and his band has played at leading
hotels in the San Francisco Bay area.
His services were loaned to Local 10
by the Best Music Company of Oakland, which is paying him while he is
getting the new ILWU band started.
Ken Austin, band manager, has
asked Locals 6, 34 and 91 to inform
their members about the band and to
request those with musical know-how
to sign up.
Austin said that the band has had
"great success to date and a number
of good musicians have responded by
turning out for rehearsals" which are
held every Tuesday evening, 7:30 p.m.,
at the conference room in the Local 10
administration building.

Eck -to Preside
Over Local 98
SEATTLE—ILWU Foremen's Local
98 has elected E. B. Eck as president.
Two vice presidents elected are H. A.
Olson and A. J. Johnson. The new
secretary-treasurer-dispatcher is W. J.
Hambley. M. M. Bjornson is recording
secretary.
• Executive board members are J.
Weber, D. R. Black, J. C. Hallowell,
P. F. Jacobs, V. V. Voris. Labor relations committeemen are E. B. Youngberg, P. C. Harvey and F. H. Paul.
Longshore caucus delegates are R. E.
Wagner, K. W. Berglund. Berglund will
serve as delegate to the ILWU Puget
Sound Council.

Dockers o
By TED BRAKE
(Special to The Dispatcher)

HAIPHONG, North Vietnam —
Over a beer in the old French Customs house here, now a bar and canteen for the longshoremen, I talked
with the leaders of the local union
on the present position of their 3,200
members, compared with conditions
in the past.
Outside the dockers were ambling
back to work after their siesta, for
there is now no work in the middle
of the day. Twelve to 3 is a rest
period, while hours of work have
been cut to six a day—for a six day
week—a change designed to safe-

Woman operating heavy equip.

ment on. Haiphong dock.
guard the workers' health. This is in
itself a revolution from the 12 to 14
hours toil throughout the whole tropical day, often for seven days a week,
of the old regime.
Sinh Dong Chi, the secretary of
the union during the French occupation, told me something of the struggle put up by the longshoremen
during the period of resistance. In
- 1946 most of the militant .workers
left the port to join the forces fighting to regain the freedom of their
country.
FRENCH RESISTED
Those left re-formed the union,
which had been broken up by the
colonial authorities, and were soon
leading the workers of the whole
port in struggles for better wages,
shorter hours and union recognition,
while at the same time resisting the
French military activities in the
port. The French repeatedly tried
terrorist methods to destroy the union, with mass searches and arrests
in the early hours of the morning.
Nine times during 1951 and 1952
the union was broken up and the
leaders arrested, but each time it
was re-formed, new leaders coming
to the fore- to carry on the struggle.
The authorities formed a company
union and withheld food tickets of
those who would not join, but could
not break the allegiance of the workers for the union of their choice.
MOST CHOSE NORTH
The struggle continued right up
till the French were finally defeated
and the Geneva Agreement brought
the partitioning of the country. Afterwards they fought to stop the
French from taking equipment away,
and for wages to be paid before the
French withdrawal. They also opposed a t tprupts to evacuate the
skilled workers to the south, and
enabled the workers to exercise freedom of choice, with the result that
97 percent chose the north, while
only a few top boss's men went
south.
Since the restoration of peace
much work has been done towards
equipping the port to serve the interests of the people, gearing it up

Ted Brake is a British trade unionist currently residing in Peking.
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aiphong in N. Vietnam
to the new industrialization now beginning to get under way. They have
had to start largely from scratch, as
the French colonial regime brought
no modern industry to the country,
apparently treating it as a source of
raw materials, a soft job for hordes
of officials, and a market for French
goods, even importing toothpicks and
toilet paper, I was told.
DOCKS ARE ENLARGED
The docks have been enlarged to
take ships of 10,000 to 14,000 tons,
from the previous limit of 6,000 tons.
Three new warehouses have been
built with a storage capacity of
6,000 tons, and 700 percent more
tonnage is being handled than in
1955, with ships coming from Britain, China, Czechoslovakia, Finland,
France, Greece, India, Italy, Japan,
Latin America, Norway, Pakistan,
Poland and the Soviet Union—but
none from the US.
At the same time working conditions have been improved, but they
have a long way to go before the
union is satisfied, though they say
things are going ahead as quickly as
resources allow. Fifty motor trucks,
for example, are now taking some of
the heavy labor out of the job. Coaling, however, still relies on human
muscle, being humped aboard in baskets as of old, and mainly by women,
also an old custom. The union is
hoping that this, too, will be mechanized in the fairly near future.
UNION POLICES SAFETY
In the old days there were many
accidents due to bad lighting in the
holds, fatigue and lack of elementary
precautions — labor being cheap;
plentiful and expendable. Now the
unions take part in d/rawing up
safety regulations and see that they
are carried out on the job. They -have
the legal right, also, to. take part in
safety inspection and supervision,
and to stop the job if they think
there is any danger.
.
In addition to the safety officer
appointed by the port, the union also
has -a full-time safety man,'and others are elected by each work team.
Gloves and Working boots are provided and the union sees :to it that
the holds are well lighted. The main
emphasis is on education, and it is
largely due to this, they say, that
since the beginning of last Year they
have only had a few minor accidents.
The union also plays a big part in
all questions relating to wages. In
addition to union participation in
the formulation of the national
wages policy, they are also represented on the local committee which
decides the wages to be paid in the
port, on the basis of national policy.
It organizes meetings to discuss the
proposals, and puts forward recommendations to the. Authority. They
are also responsible for the meetings
at which the workers discuss and decide the grades of all working in the
port.
LIVING STANDARDS STILL LOW
Living standards are still very
low, as one would expect in a country
so recently freed from colonial exploitation. In the first year of the
4ftiv

North Vietnamese dock worker.

Republic it was a struggle to just
keep aLive, with the country on the
verge of starvation. But things are
gradually improving, there is now
enough food for all and the longshoremen's wages are today 140 to
180 dongs a month, plus bonuses for
economy, good work, etc., compared
with 25 to 50 dongs under the
French.
Moreover they now have a permanent job, with a regular wage. Casualization and the great struggle for
a bare existence are things of the
past, as are the gang bosses who
once took up to 70 percent of the
port workers' meager wages. At the
official rate of exchange of 10 dongs
to the pound sterling (82.80—Ed.),
this may sound not too good still,
but food only costs some 18 dongs
per head per month, and rents for
accommodation in housing once occupied by officers_ of the French
occupying forces is only 11
/
2 dongs
a month, including water and electricity. The Port Authority is now
engaged in building 360 workers'
houses that will have similar low
rents.
UNION ADMINISTERS HEALTH
There is now a health service covering all port workers. This is run on
industrial lines on the basis that
while there is a limitation of resources the workers, the, producers
of the country's wealth,- should ,be
the first to benefit. The Port Authority pays a sum equal to 10 percent
of the total payroll to the !union for
administering health and welfare
services.
The longshoremen, who pay no
contributions, get free medicines,
medical and hospital treatment. The
port has a central clinic .with two
doctors and twelve nurses, and there
is a: small medical post, with two
medical personnel, in- each section.
Each longshoreman has an annual
medical examination,- complete with
X-ray. Toilets and bathhouses have
also been built. In the past, apparently, these were luxuries the workers should not aspire to.
FULL SICK PAY PROVIDED
Today there is full pay for all time
lost through sickness or - injury—
though as yet there are no pensions.
All- holidays,.both the 71/2 statutory
days and the ten days' annual holidays, are paid at full rates. To help
them make the most of their newfound leisure they have their own
clubhouses and many sports facilities—the dockers can field 22 football teams and 24 volleyball teams,
as well as a number of table tennis
and basketball teams and are well to
the fore in local leagues.
At the time of my visit the whole
port Was engaged in activities to improve the , management by greater
democratic participation of the workers in the administration. Discussions had been going on for some
Weeks, and 320 opinions had been
received and 100 important rationalization proposals for improving
methods of work. Working for themselves and with no fear of putting
themselves nor their mates out of a
job,;they can use their, practical experience in this way without any
reservations. •
ELECTIONS CALLED FOR
Here, like everywhere else I visited, there were many workers from
the south, who faced the concentration - camp or worse if they returned.
They were--a- sharp reminder of the
• fact that although the Geneva Agree,
ment put forward the artificial division of the country as a temporary
!expedient until elections could be
held, it is still there after five years,
dividing families and interfering in
,
the natural economy of the country,
slowing up its recovery, although the
government of North Vietnam has
called for elections many times. This
dividing line is one of the tension
-spots of Asia and it is essential that
the Geneva Agreement should be
honored and the country reunified.
This would allow these longshoremen
to be reunited -with their families.
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We Can Have Peace and Jobs
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev started off the new year
with a toast to peace and disarmament,stating that if the Western
powers do not agree to disarm
"maybe we will disarm unilaterally." Thus, he confirmed a statement he had made earlier to the
ILWU delegation in the Soviet
Union.
All over the world hope is rising that the threat of an atomic
holocaust can be averted and that
the burdens of heavy armaments
can be lifted front mankind.
But here at home in the United
States there is the nagging worry
that disarmament may cause recession and unemployment. The
Dispatcher is anxious to contribute to the widespread public discussion of this issue which is currently taking place.
In this issue we carry an introductory article by the ILWU Resesrch Department. We plan,
from time to time, to carry on
the discussion.
All the signs and portents indicate a
major shift in world emphasis: away
from the cold war and toward coexistence on the basis of competition in
economic development. Behind all the
diplomatic shadow boxing, there is a
clear movement toward agreement on
suspension of nuclear testing and
toward more general disarmament. And
now it appears that the Soviet Union
may move unilaterally to disarm even
before agreement is reached with the
United States.
Premier.Khrushchev has been making statements about how disarmament
will benefit the Soviet people by permitting a shift of labor and resources
from arms production to the production
of consumer goods and services. There
is no doubt that in a planned economy,
disarmament is sure to mean an increase in living standards.
But what will happen here if the
United States begins to trim down the
$46 billions now being spent annually
for "national security"? Many people
have been saying during the cold war
era that military spending is a prop
necessary to underpin an essentially
unstable economy; that the very nature
of.a `!free enterprise" economic system
is such that government intervention
is necessary to prevent a tailspin with
heavy unemployment and reduced incomes. Are they right? Do we have to
resign ourselves to the dilemma that as
peace dawns, jobs evaporate?

Business Spokesmen See
Consumer Spending Rise
Business spokesmen have given a
loud "no" answer to this question.
Despite the obviously enormous stake
which many big concerns have in the
production of military equipment, some
of their spokesmen have been urging
disarmament and have been saying that
they are not alarmed over the prospects. They say they can make even
more money if they shift to the production of items that will raise living
standards.
This is what Nation's Business, published by the United States Chamber
of Commerce, had to say in its October
issue:
"Any abrupt softening a cold war
pressures—if it comes—can bring this
country a boom, not the recession suggested by such phrases as 'peace scare.'
"It will bring changes likely to affect
your business. The principal changes
you should expect are:
"A rise in consumer spending far
surpassing the cut in military spending
and concentrated on 'such things as
houses, automobiles, furniture and
household appliances.
"A terrific upsurge in spending for
new plants and equipment.
"Larger incomes for everybody to
spend and invest

GE Executive
Backs Disarming
Another qualified spokesman, Ralph
J. Cordiner, Chairman of the General
Electric Company, recently expressed
the same conclusion. As reported by the
New York Times: "He (Cordiner) said
that he and other General Electric executives were wholeheartedly behind
the present drive for controlled international disarmament. They hoped that
the drive would succeed, he said, `. .. so
that the billions now spent on weapons
and warning systems can instead be
devoted to lifting still further the levels
of living of the people."' (New York
Times, Dec. 11, 1959.) The basis for
Cordiner's position', he explained was
that so far as General Electric was concerned, it could shift to 100 per cent
commercial production and still operate
at a profit.
itis possible that these hopeful statements are being made tongue-in-check.

just because of a summit meeting.
True, employment at General Electric
may drop, though even that may not
occur. The drop is more likely to take
place among General Electric's smaller
competitors.
But it would equally be a mistake to
think, just because the transition can
be made profitably for General Electric
and similar big concerns, that it may
not result in recession and unemployment. Any sizeable slashing of military
spending is bound to cause serious economic problems for working people unless the country begins at once to plan
for the shift. The profit motive may be
counted on to protect the big companies, but it will not automatically protect the workers.
One important reason why this is so
is that the monopolized segments of
American industry, which are the dominant part, have learned how to operate
profitably at relatively low capacity.
The break-even ,point is being pushed

How Savings From 10 Years
Of Disarming Could Be Used
The American Friends Committee on Legislation has estimated that
$200 billion in federal spending could be saved over 10 years by gradual cuts in armaments. Here is what it proposed could be done with these
savings.

$30 billion
Adequate school buildings, better teachers' salaries

$30 billion
New housing projects, slum clearance, urban renewal

$30 billion
Tax reductions for higher income, greater leisure

$25 billion
Public health, hospital buildings, medical research

$25 billion
Natural resources, roads and waterways, recreation areas

$20 billion
Aid to World Development

$20 billion
Old age benefits, child welfare, social security

$20 billion
Civilian research program for the space age

Or, maybe these representatives of
organized industry are just whistling to
keep up their spirits. Or, perhaps, sensing the trend of public sentiment, which
certainly favors disarmament, they are
making such statements for the record,
while fighting tooth and nail behind
the scenes to maintain arms production.
None of these explanations is wholly
satisfactory, though each may have
some element of truth. We think that
the statements genuinely reflect the attitude of a large and important segment
of American business.

US Economic System
Still Considered Strong
It would be a mistake to underestimate the strength and resilience of the
American economic system, an error
which progressives have been repeatedly making for many years. If disarmament deprives business of some of
its sources of profits, the profit incentive can be depended upon to transfer
resources to other production — not
painlessly but to a large degree successfully. The General Electric Company is
not going to skip its dividend payments

They are simply saying: "We run the
system and we'll see to it that we get
ours" (and yours, too).
Besides figuring that they can continue to make money after a cut in
arms expenditures, the big companies
are also planning tax cuts. They want
to "remove the burden on industry"
and to "foster initiative and investment." They think government spending can be cut, taxes reduced on business and the budget balanced.
At first blush, this sounds like a
good program; everybody wants hiS
taxes cut. But, again, what's good for
General Electric may not be good for
workers. Business wants to cut the
corporate income tax and to reduce
taxes ,in the highest brackets of the
personal income tax. The labor movement's approach to tax cuts is quite
different: we want to reduce the direct
burden on the worker by raising exemptions.

Labor Can't Afford
To Sit and Wait
The labor moveinent cannot afford
to sit back, resting on the easy assumption that business initiative can be depended upon to make a quick and easy
transition from armaments to peacetime production. Made the Way industry wants to do it, the transition will
mean growing unemployment and
heavier tax burdens for the ordinary
person.
The shift can be made; it can be
made without serious dislocations and
without growing unemployment, and it
can be made without a worsening of the
tax system. But such a successful transition cannot be accomplished without
some genuine planning and without a
considerable degree of positive governmental action. It can only be accomplished if the labor movement is aware
of the problem and organigesiLta

The current wave of militant'§filke§
shows that the workers are prepared to
fight hard to protect and improve their
living standards. But so far they have
not been mobilized to fight on the
political front for a program of governmental action designed to match the
program which big business is so
actively working on:
The leaders of the AFL-CIO are
doing absolutely nothing along this
line. They do not even recognize that a
problem exists. Their concern, unfortunately shared by major spokesmen for
the Democratic Party, is to increase
arms spending. Their solution for areas
of chronic unemployment is more military contracts. Their obsession with the
"Soviet threat" has blinded them to the
fact that.the world has moved on. There
are new issues, new problems. This is
not 1950, but 1960.

Hard Thinking Needed
To Face New Problems

What are the elements of a program
to deal with the situation? How can
down in industry after industry. The we be prepared to have disarmament
companies, of course, prefer to operate without serious dislocation?
First, we have to recognize that the
close to capacity, but they can still
make money even during recessions of problem is big and tough. The armathe kind—we have had since the war. ments industry is the biggest industry
Profits can coexist with substantial un- in the country. Billions of dollars are
invested in facilities for producing
employment.
planes and missiles; millions of persons
depend on "national security" expendiMonopoly Can Make
tures for their pay checks; the ecoMoney—Regardless
nomic and political influence of all
This is the history of the post-war those with a direct or indirect stake in
years: corporate profits before taxes the industry is. enormous. Even when
have just about doubled since the end the cold war thaws out much more than
of the war, while unemployment has it has so far, the first job is going to
risen to a higher level after each reces- be to force significant cuts in arms exsion. After the 1949 recession, unem- penditures. The cuts will not be auto..
ployment ran around 3 per cent of the matic.
Federal expenditures for "military
labor force; after the 1953-54 recession,
about 4 per cent; and after the latest. hardware" (ordnance, planes, missiles
recession of 1958, it is about 6 per cent: and their component parts) run around
But the profit level for the latter part $14 billions per year, while the sum of
all "national security" expenditures
of 1959 will be close to tops.
•
Interpreted in this light, the state- (including, besides hardware, pay and
ments by Nation's Business and Ralph subsistence for the armed forces, miliCordiner are simply to the effect that tary construction, research and developthe big monopoly corporations can ment, atomic energy, foreign military
make money even if war expenditures assistance programs) is about $46 bilare sharply cut. But they are not talk- lions.
Even this figure, which is close to 10
ing about "prosperity" in any sense
which working people will recognize,
(Continued on Next rage),
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Labor Faces Big Challenge
In Fight for Peace and Jobs
(Continued from Page 10)
per cent of the gross national product,
understates the economic importance
of war-induced spending. Taking account of the secondary or indirect effects of government spending, what
economists call the "multiplier effect,"
somewhere in the neighborhood of onefourth of the entire economic activity
of the country is tied to military spending. This is big business with a vengeance!
It is difficult to over-emphasize the
Impact of this vast war-induced enterprise. To force its reduction and to
find alternative production activity is a
stupendous job. But it is one which
must be tackled, and soon. It will take
a lot of political muscle.
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1116 SHUTS AND LITTLE FISHES

sirable as it might seem, would run the
risk of reducing the level of total government spending to too low a point.
A dollar of tax saving is not the equivalent of a dollar of government spending. This is because not all of the tax
saving gets into the spending stream;
some of it goes into savings.
However, the sort of tax cuts which
Labor supports, which would put more
money directly into the pockets of
workers, would suffer least from this
difficulty. Just about 100 per cent of
any tax saving accruing to workers
would be quickly spent.
The labor movement has always had
a good tax program, one which would
be of direct and immediate benefits to
the members. But the political drive to
get such a program enacted has not
been very effective. As we have indicated above, an important part of the
program of Business is a tax cut of
immediate and direct benefit to Business and they are already pushing hard
for tax revision along their lines. It
is imperative that the Labor Movement do likewise.

TRYING to eliminate line twist in a
spinning outfit would be like trying to eliminate the necessity of using
oil in the old tin can. It can't be done,
not completely.
The following will help you cut line
twist down to a minimum. Don't wind
the reel when the fish is taking out
line. Change lures occasionally with reverse spin-actions. This will compensate
twist. Don't use spinners in fast drifts
for more than two casts. Use keel
weights for small plastic rudders. If
excessive line twist develops, remove ,•1101Pir
Changing the Pattern
all gear and strip free line into the current, retrieving line under slight presOf Government Spending
sure. This operation will remove most
Once this barrier has been breached
all of the twist.
and arms cuts become a reality, the
* * *
next problem is equally large: what
measures to take to assure that the
THE following question and answer
economic system will not go into a tailfrom Dick Warner may be of some
spin and to protect workers in the
value to other readers:
transition period.
Q. I want to buy a good spinning rod
There are four planks in our recon- Expanded Foreign Aid
but want to get some idea on what is
version platform:
And Foreign Trade
the best type. Can you help me out?
1. There is wide agreement that the
3. The Friends' proposal involves an
A. The type of rod depends on the
American capitalist economy cannot
ROTHER John M. Fiesel of Lomita, type of fishing you intend to do. For
operate at anything close to full capac- expenditure of $20 billion for World
ity without heavy government spend- Development, spread over a 10-year
California, is approaching the semi- brush creek work, would recommend a
ing. To cut arms spending, therefore, period. At present U.S. expenditures retirement stage and is looking forward light, 61,!)-foot rod with a fast tip so
without substituting other types of ex- for economic aid to other countries are to a lot of hunting and fishing activity you can feel the slightest tap of that
fish nibbling on your night crawler or
penditures would certainly result in too small to have any significant effect to take up his slack time.
the economic tailspin everyone wants to upon world living standards. Yet it has
The above photo shows John, a few single egg. For medium spinning, like
been estimated for a Senate Committee years back, with
avoid.
a nice bag of Mallards the Deschutes River, or coastal cutMany people have prepared prelimi- that living standards in the under- and Sprigs. Scene of the good hunting throat angling, suggest a 7-foot medinary blueprints for increased govern- developed areas of Asia (excluding was about six miles out of Concord, um action stick with good backbone in
the tip. For winter steelhead fishing,
ment spending for schools, houses, China), the Near East, and Africa California
highways, social security, public health, could be raised 3 or 4 per cent each
This year, according to John, the an 8 or 9-foot rod is best. Plenty of
natural resource development and eco- year with an outlay of $3 billion of waterfowl hunting in the Tulelake area backbone is needed here, enough to set
nomic foreign aid. Much the most im- outside capital annually. Imagine the of Northern California was the poorest a good sturdy cluster egg hook. For
-.11111
,
"
work in heavy fast water, I urge a
poverished sector of our national econ- significance of such a program for re- in 36 years.
heavy
omy is that of the public services. We filling the "reservoir of goodwill"
spinning
outfit
with
as
heavy
He
also
a
complai
ned about the Capco
talk about a "welfare state" but we which Henry Wallace found for the Electric Company which is fouling
up line as you can manage to cast effidon't practice it. Our educational sys- United States right after the war, but the steelheading in the
Klamath river ciently. Nothing is so exasperating to
tem is far below our needs: schools are which has now so largely evaporated! by letting out excess water
on numer- your fellow angler as to be inconEven more important for the domes- ous occasions, and
too few and many of them are illby doing so, ruining venienced by waiting a half-hour while
equipped; there are too few teachers tic economy would be a sizeable in- the fishing luck. He
also said that the a spin fisherman plays a big fish on
and many of them are underpaid. Sub- crease in foreign trade such as could "letting out" operatio
n posed a danger- too light gear.
urbanization has rehoused large num- be developed if government policies re- ous threat
* *
to
*
the
waders,
and that
bers of middle-class persons but has garding trade with the Soviet Union is one situatio
n
where
I
can
definitel
y
ERE
ARE some more candid
left reservoirs of totally inadequate and China were brought more closely sympathize with
John, for it wasn't too
thoughts, one man's opinion reslum housing in the cities. Rehousing into line with the new world realities. long ago
when
your writing man and garding steelhea
d fishin'.
is a major need. Despite continual im- The Soviet Union is prepared to buy a few of
his fishing buddies had to
vast quantities of American products,
I offer the following ideas to those
provements our social security system
take shelter on an island in the middle
who employ the conventional nine-foot
is inadequate and makes no provision particularly if the United States will of the Clackam
as river when they let drift rod,
and conventional 100-yard
for a national health ,service. We need extend them credits as we did so effec- the dam
waters out without warning capacity
(20-lb. test) level wind reel.
more highways and more national tively during the thirties. In those de- and we
were
caught
in the middle.
parks. We are doing a wholly inade- pression years, trade with the Soviet
Recognizing the strike of a stealhead
*
*
Union was a life saver for such imquate job of providing economic aid
is a most important factor. OccasionWe would like to send some of our ally an ironhead will hit
to the so-called under-developed coun- portant industries as agricultural imhard and jar
plements. Arid we lent the money
tries.
to readers a pair of the illustrated Shyster your upper plates, but as a rule his
lures—good for all kinds of game fish. touch and go habits, regardin
Actual federal spending in these finance the purchases.
g lures
areas is abysmally low and, allowing
The Chinese are eager to trade with
and bait, will sometimes fail to alert
for the decline in the value of the dol- us, but the trade volume would probthe most veteran steelheader. It's a
lar, no larger than before World War ably not be large in the first years ungood practice to set the hook with a
In the current fiscal year the fed- less we extended large credits. Since
quick sharp snap of the wrist at every
eral government is spending only $4.4 trade with China is scarcely yet in
unfamiliar bump. If that unfamiliar
the
billion for "Labor and Welfare" — a discussion stage, the issue of
bump is a fish, you'll know it.
credits
category which includes everything has not yet been raised.
Then you can set with a more vigorspent for education, for health proA vast new program of lend-lease,
ous reef of the entire arm. ... Once the
grams, including hospital constructipn, with the United States exporting
large
hook is set, there's the matter of keepand for public assistance programs. quantities of its surplus products,
ing it there. When the steelie breaks
Spending for "Commerce and Hous- could be a most important
substitute
All you have to do to qualify for water, drop your tip. Remember he
ing" is $2.9 billion — including opera- for arms spending.
these lures is to send us a fishing or weighs but one twentieth of his actual
tion of the Post Office, for highways,
hunting photo with a few words as to weight in the water. Out of the water,
and for loans for housing.
Transitioncd Aids
what the photo is about. It doesn't have he can bring his full weight to bear
These are piddling amounts. Added
to be a new one, just a snapshot will do. against the line. Get in back of Mr.
together, these three categories total Held Essential
Steelhead as soon as possible, if posAddress it to:
4. No matter how careful the planless than the interest being paid ansible. Then use the current to your adFred Goetz
ning and no matter how adequate the
nually on the national debt!
vantage plus the pressure of the rod
Dept. T D
The Friends (Quaker) Committee on substitute methods of expenditure, the
and
the stretch of the line. Keep the rod
404
Times Bldg.
National Legislation has made some transition from a cold-war economy is
tip high as you are drifting your bait.
Portland 4, Oregon
widely quoted estimates of how money bound to require special programs of
All members in good standing are You'll snag up less and get a better feel
now being spent for military purposes assistance to workers and probably
of what the bait is doing by the vibracould be utilized over a ten years also to industry. Workers will need an eligible for the lures, as well as the
period. They assume an annual cut of expanded program of unemployment members of their families. Please state tions of the rod tip. One important
thing to consider is the hooks. They
$4 billion, which would reduce total compensation and assistance in moving your union affiliation.
4
must be honed to needle-point sharp*
-xarms spending by the end of the 10- from areas now heavily dominated by
*
ness. If you're a beginner and haven't
year period to $5 billion, "a figure,* war production. Industry may well reHE Siwash Indians were the first caught
a steelhead,I recommend a large
the Friends say, "sufficient to cover quire assistance too, perhaps in the
Americans to use a spinning reel. amount of patience
form of accelerated amortization of
and persistence
internal security and our share of
It was a crude affair, naturally. Just plus an angling
a new plant
companion with knowand equipment designed to an
world-wide United Nations inspecti
oblong frame about three inches how. Don't
on
hesitate to speak with sucand police system." Such a reduction turn out peacetime products or per- wide and six inches
long, with the line cessful steelheaders on the
haps in the form of specific subsidie
would release some $200
stream.
s. wrapped around. The lure and weight
billion for
You'll find them willing to express
It is obvious that this is a
peaceful uses.
grandiose were attached to this line and the line their
views. When you have landed your
program and one which is realizabl
e peeled off the frame.
first steelie, you're over the hump and
only if the labor movement
begins to
No gears to this contrivance and the well on your
mobilize the tremendous political
way to a progressive dispo- line was retrieved the hard way. ease,
STEELHEADITIS, a malady with
tential latent in the 60 million
union
Couldn't
have
gone over very big with but one release
2. The Friends' proposal involves a members and their
valve, that's FISH ON!!
families. Yet the the Siwash for they gave it up in
tax cut amounting to $30 billion over whole economic
the
. Cure? There is none. I said a profuture of the country 17th century and started
using a more gressive disease. It gets
the 1O-ear period, Any larger cote de- is at stake. It is time to
worse after
get started.
advanced method—the net.
each beached steelhead,
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Limited and Selected
Tax Reductions
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Showdown Looms on Civil
Rights in New Session
(Continued from Page 1)
national railroad strike this Spring
or by a • massive employer .Madison
avenue campaign.
WELFARE GIVEN CHANCE .,
The best prospects for favorable
legislation are expected to develop in
the broad field of social welfare, a subject on which the Democratic majority
promised big things after the 1958 elections. Not included is tax relief, an item
both parties are trying to sweep under
the rug.
Among questions listed by Lyndon
Johnson and House Speaker Sam Rayburn for floor debate this year were:
civil rights, Federal aid for school construction, minimum wage increases in
both rate and.coverage, housing, farm
And social security. In addition, Johnson added water projects, mine safety
and a constitutional amendment banfling poll taxes.. .
How far the leadership will go in
redeeming their pledges may be determined in considerable measure by current moves now underway in Democratic ranks. With one eye on last year's
dismal record and the other On the November elections, liberals are organizing pressure blocs aimed at influencing
:the legislative output.
LIBERALS FORM CAUCUS
The most significant development has.
eome,in the House with the Open formation of the Democratic Study Gronp,:a..
loose caucus claiming the allegiance of
between 125 and 150 liberal Democrats.
Virtually every Representative from
districts where ILWU has substantial
membership is participating in the
Study Group.
Its initial program of seven planks
largely parallels the welfare legislation
outlined by the leadership,'but with the
difference that members of the caucus
will fight for proposals with substance,
more in keeping with labor's viewpoint,
rather 'than watered-down compromises.
Moreover, it is reported that the
Study Group plans to include as an
eighth point a resolution demanding:a
continuation of the suspension :of 1-1Uclear bomb tests.:Theintention here, it
is said, is to make a firs* break with
the Truman-Acheson cold war position
and provide liberal Democrats with' an
opportunity to take an affirmative
stand on the peace issue.,
:JOHNSON'S RULE CHALLENGED.
• In the Senate, liberals look to be on
the way to,denting ,Lyndon Johnson's
"one-man rule" over legislative opera
tions. They have forced agreement on
regular caucuses and may succeed in
broadening the composition.of the
Policy Committee; the top leadership
unit that controls the agenda.
To what extent worried fiber* Will

carry their determination to reclaim the
record of the 86th Congress should, be
shown when Congress, as expected, gets
down to-brass tacks within the coining
weeks on the explosive civil rights legislation.
Johnson is committed to Senate consideration of this issue by mid-February. To deliver, he and Rayburn are
helping to grease the way for adoption
of a bill in the House by the end of
this month.
CIVIL RIGHTS COMPROMISE
The bill headed for debate in the
lower chamber is far from a meaningful measure. Titled HR 8601, it is a
weak compromise, the product of an
."unholy alliance" in the Judiciary Committee of Southern Democrats and Republicans. Its chief provision would
make obstruction of court orders for
school desegregation a Federk crime.
Liberals are advocating such additional provisions as Federal.Registrars
to be stationed in Dixieland states and
authority for the Attorney General to
institute court suits for protection of
all civil rights. These proposals are opposed by the Texas Democratic leadership and will be bitterly fought by
Southerners.
Other major tests for the liberals
will come on school aid, minimum wage
. and social Secnrity. On all these issues,
the* leadership has already.indicated it
will support only bare steps forward.,
For example, Speaker Rayburn has
ruled out favorable consideration of the
yorand bill; a key part of any worthwhile election-year 'social security
measure.
PEACE ISSUE TEST
Certainly a decisive test for liberals.
will be their reaction to what'President
Eisenhower termed the overriding issue
before the country — the question of
peace. The Study Group shows some
promise of promoting a more constructive attitude toward the cold war, but
most top Democrats are talking the
same old language of bigger war-making expenditures.
Another basic issue on the agenda is
civil liberties, largely in the form of a
series of bills aimed at Supreme Court
decisions on the Bill of Rights. Among
proposals already cleared by the House
are a restrictive passport, measure and
a so-called states' rights bill that would
seriously cripple or jeopardize most
Federal Social and labor legislation.
On the whole, in terms of legislation
reasonably certain to hit the floor, there
is no lack of oivortunity for the liberals
—both Democratic and Republican—to
make up for their dismal showing in
1959. FlOw they, will respond will mark
the final standing of the 86th Congress
when it adjourns to the record books
early next July.
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[ILIA/1j,,Auxiliary News
Astoria Gives Aid
To Newspaper Strike
ASTORIA, Ore. — Auxiliary 24,
ILWU's newest Oregon auxiliary, has
voted to help the striking newspaper
unions in their long drawn-out strike
against the Portland newspapers.

the committee headed by Jo Nell
Daniels.

North Bend Cooperates
In' Cancer Research

NORTH BEND, Ore.—ILWU Auxiliary 1 members are cooperating in the
national survey on cancer prevention
by registering family groups and submitting confidential questionnaires to
Mrs. Drasnin Re-Elected
the Research Section of the American
Cancer Society.
To Head Auxiliary 17
This will be a long term effort, as
OAKLAND—Wenonah Drasnin was
re-elected president of Auxiliary 17 for questionnaires will be filed at regular
1960. Other officers al'e Jo Nell intervals for the next six years. When
Daniels, vice president; Dawn Rutter, this vast information is gathered about
secretary; Idalynd. Rutter, treasurer; the living and working habits of the
Luevirda Jackson, assistant treasurer; population and evaluated, it is hoped
the
and Emma Coe, corresponding secre- that out of it will come some of
cancer.
causes
what
to
as
answers
tary.
Installed as new auxiliary officers
During the holiday season, auxiliary
help
to
$72
raising
Mrs. Pete Kromminga, president;
are
candy,
sold
members
defray expenses of delegates to the Mrs. Glenn Pettit, vice presid6t; Mrs.
state-wide auxiliary meeting next Clarence Shandy, treasurer; Mrs. Chester Skinner, secretary; Mrs. Don Wyatt,
month in Los Angeles.
A highly successful party was held marshal; Mrs. Ralph Combs, trustee;
by the auxiliary December 12 at the Mrs. Lawrence Fertig, social chairman
home of Idalynd and Bill Rutter. Par- and Mrs. Forrest (Valerie) Taylor, edticipants warmly praised the work of ucational director.

VERYONE seems interested at the
start of a new decade in trying to
foresee what the next ten years is
likely to bring. Well, if the events of
the last ten years means anything, I'd
say the next decade is bound to bring
some momentous changes for working
people.
The use of the machine to change
our ways of work has characterized
the last decade. Naturally, we can expect advances in mechanization and
automation -- in new methods of handling and transporting materials—will
be speeded up considerably in the next
decade.
But as union men we have another
question to ask: will the social advances that should go along with scientific changes follow at the same
pace? Or,will human welfare continue
to be an afterthought, always a few
paces behind mechanical changes?
For the ILWU, its members and
leaders, the Fifties saw us pioneering
a new approach to mechanization. We
started to take a new look at how_ the
machine could work for. our benefit
some years ago, but we finally made
our most serious start—in down-toearth contract terms—last summer, on
the eve of this, new- decade.
The Sixties will see the problem of
mechanization brought home .to most
American unions..The most serious issue will be: how can the machine provide real benefits for working people;
higher living standards, better wages
with fewer hours, better homes and
schools and health, and more leisure
time.
As the'ILWU enters this new decade',
we' have just made a bare beginning,
a pioneering effort to start the ball
rolling; a first experimental step toward making the machine become the
servant of the people who work for
a living.

E

HE SIXTIES present a great challenge. And this brings us to the
real heart of our strength—our union.
This is where the answer lies for all
workers in the decades to come—to
strengthen their unions so they will
have the power to bargain intelligently
for a larger share in the machine—for
a greater stake in society. The last decade saw our union under
tremendous . pressures, designed , to
weaken or wreck us—and we won every
battle. It saw our union make some
enormous advances in the economic
and social field---and in bettering our
conditions of work. It was in every,
sense a decade of change—and we set
the stage for the battles and gains to
come in the Sixties.
Most of you remember. that we entered the last decade soon after a long
and bitter strike in which we reinforced
our union's strength, and our hiring
halls—the very center of our system
of doing things.
There was a "New Look" as far as
the employers were concerned, but to
government authorities the old look
was still around. We entered the Fifties
with a fight on our hands, with the
government trying to jail three union
leaders, and thereby weaken the union.
It finally took another Supreme Court
decision to declare our innocence.
Twenty / years of legal attack on our
union failed.
But these attacks didn't stop the
union from moving right ahead, at high
speed, to win essential gains. Wp Were
among the pioneers in winning health
plans. In the course of one decade we
can see the dramatic difference. No
longer do ILWU members have to live
in fea`r of some crucial illness to themselves or their families.
A pioneering effort was made by us

T

Answer to Who Said it
Cicero in his Philippics

in winning an exceptional pension, and
our older members now face an old age
with a sense of security and dignity—
the old fears are gone.
Our, membership has become aware
—slowly, but surely—that a man need
no longer see his work only in terms
of the amount he can carry on his
back. This kind-of thinking disappears
slowly. But now we are able to visualize
how much the machine can do for us,.
and how great a share of the machine.
we can win, as long as we are unified
and determined to win.
HE GAINS we made in the last decade were not merely won because
of our economic power. We also won
a great deal more than we can easily
measure because of our courage to take
forthright political positions.
You may recall that. in 1950 Harry
Bridges went to jail for a short period
for daring to speak out in his own local
meeting about'a program for, peace in
Korea. Ultimately, the very 'same essential program for peace became accepted.
The ILWU during the Fifties spoke
out, even when it was a most unpopular
practice in some quarters, for negotiating peace, for an end to- cold-war, for
expansion of trade, for a more intelligent and realistic view about China.
Isn't it significant that a number of
political scientists and politicians have
recently come around to the very same
view—especially as regards opening up
travel and trade with China?
In the coming era, business and political- interests will, try their-dannidest—
to break the trade union movement.
They will try to solve the "labor problem" by eliminating as many workers
as possibte. We will try to work for
solutions that take more and more of
the work off workers' backs.
We have made a simple start with
'the 8-hour guarantee, and a share of
mechanization. But that is only a beginning. We will keep looking ahead
to days of 7 and 6 and even less hours;
of higher wage rates per hour; of fewer
days a week on the job.
We don't have all or even most of
the answers. But we have been successful in many places because we have
gotten in the habit of looking ahead';
of not being afraid of dreaming of the
future; of anticipating events intelligently.
The next decade is a great challenge.
And it is one we will meet—as long as
the union is as alert and imaginative
and unified as'it has been in the past.
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Aberdeen Local 24
Re-Elects O'Connor
ABERDEEN—Warren C. O'Connor
has been re-elected president of ILWU
Local 24. Other officers re-elected are
Dan Hoover, vice president, and Max
M. Vekich, secretary, dispatcher. Don
Wertanen will continue as trustee, and
Arne Asikainen as district council representative.
Labor relations committee members
re-elected are Ed Wilson, Warren
O'Connor and Glen Curtis. Walter
Heikkila was elected marshal, and Bert
Damm will serve as guide. Executive
board members are Ivan Felts, Andy
Vekieh, Joe Baretich, Harold Lytle;
Oliva A. Salo, A. W.Ingram, Pete Aur.
stad, Charles Revel and Walter Kaiyala.

Steelworkers Win
Union Carbide Strike
PORTLAND, Ore. — ,The 105 day,
strike of Local 3103 of the United Steel,
workers of America against the Union
Carbide ,Metals Company endedin WO;
tory here recently.
Extra work was given the strikeri
out of the Local 8 longshore hall,

